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HEADLINES 

Ghadaffi orders militia to 
silence Libyan protestors 
LAUREN GELFAND JDW Middle East!Aji"ica Editor 
Nairobi ................................................................ ........ .. ...................... ... ....... .. 

L
ongtime Libyan leader Other military defections include 
C olonel Moammar the decision by the pilots of two 
Ghadaffi has ordered Libyan Air Force Dassault Mirage 
strike aircraft !into the Fl combat aircraft to refuse orders 
skies and loyalist militias to attack civilian demonstrators,fly

and paramilitaries into the streets ing instead to Malta on 21 Febmary. 
to quell mounting protests against It has also been reported that 
his rule. the pilot of a Sukhoi Su-22 'Fitter' 

The eastern part of the oil-rich ejected from his aircraft moments 
North African state was almost before deliberately crashing it in 
completely under the control of the order to avoid having to attack 
revolution-minded protesters, who civilian demonstrators in the city of 
launched their demonstrations on Benghazi. 
14 February as part of the wave of Missile-armed fighter aircraft are 
demands for reform that have swept tasked with national air defence, 
the region with varying degrees of ~~other combat aircraft , trans
success since the fall of the Tunisian gtrrs and helicopters support the 
government. .s;:; rmy and other Libyan security 

All that remains firmly if~,._~ forces . The ageing fleet is divided 
hands of the 41 -year-old GhafliTi'i into five regions with up to six mis
regime is the capital, Tripoli, s.ile brigades in each unit, providing 
which he has ringed with loyal- national air defence and employ
ist militias as well as mercenaries, ing fighter aircraft, surface-to-air 
many of whose appearances sug- missiles, guns and limited com
gest they hail from neighbouring mand-and-control facilities. 
states, including Chad and Sudan, Attempts to broker a diplo
according to eyewitnesses cited in matic solution to the deteriorating 
published reports. situation in Libya have so far been 

Live ammunition has been fired unsuccessful. Representatives of 
into crowds of protesters, lifting a the Ghadaffi government around 
death toll that Human Rights Watch the world - including in Wash
had put at more than 300; there ington and at the UN -have urged 
we re no hospital corroboration that he step down, but few foreign 
of new deaths as JDW closed for governments, the US administra
press, bm battles in towns, includ- tion included , have any leverage 
ing Benghazi ,haverecordeddozens with Ghadaffi despite a warming 
of injuries as well as fatalities. of international relations in recent 

Unlike the anmies in Tunisia and years. 
Egypt, which decided nou to crack 
down on the protests that eventually 
toppled their respective govern- Libyan leader 
ments, some Libyan army units have Moammar 
engaged with the protests. However, Ghadaffi vowed 
Ghaddafi 's support within the mili- to fight on against 
tary hierarchy- as well as within the protesters 
regime's political element - seems demanding his 
to be crumbling, with defections ousting and die 
and resignations announced on a as martyr in an 
near hourly basis. One of his clos- address to the 
est aides, his cousin Ahmed Gadhaf nation on 22 
ai-Dam, has joined the streams of February. 
Libyans crossing the border into PAPhotO<: 1401850 

Egypt to protest the violent response 
to the demands for reform. 

At a press conference in Brussels 
on 24 February, Russia made a rare 
joint statement wi th the European 
Union condemning the violence 
in Libya as unacceptable. Prime 
Minister Vladimir Putin, however, 
cautioned that Western attempts 
to meddle in the rebellions could 
cause more trouble than they were 
worth. "You have to give people the 
chance to choose their own fates 
and their own futures," Putin said 
at a press conference with European 
Commission President Jose Manuel 
Barroso. 

"Give them the opporrunity to 
determine their own fate through 
natural means and not with any kind 
of outside interference," he said, 
warning that previous attempts to 
"impose democracy" had fostered 
Iran's Islamic revolution and trig
gered election victories for radicals, 
including Hamas in the Gaza Strip, 
which the West is now fighting to 
contain. 

That mindset, as well as fears that 
Ghadaffi could hold foreign nation
als hostage as they try to leave the 
country, has spurred contlict wi thin 
the members of the UN Security 
Council as they debate what sort of 
punitive measures to impose on the 
Ghadaffi regime. 

Discussions of a no-fly zone, 
urged by French President Nicolas 
Sarkozy, have been put on hold, 
while the other veto-wielding 
members of the Council, including 
the US and UK, work to get their 
nationals out of the country. • 
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Boeing beats EADS to US Air 
Force KC-X tanker award 
CAITLIN HARRINGTON LEE JDW Correspondenr The company dubbed this aircraft 

.~!~.~~~-~ -~-~~· .. ~!~.~~-~ . . ..................... .. ...... ... ..... .. ...... .. ...... . ........ . ....... . ......... the NewGen Tanker. 

e US DoD has selected Boeing 
to develop its next-generation 
aerial refuelling tanker 

e The programme calls lor the 
company to deliver 18 initial 
aircraft by 2017 

The US Department of Defense 
(DoD) has selected Boeing over 
rival EADS as the winner of a 
multibillion dollar competition to 
build the US Air Force's (USAF's) 
next-generation aerial refuelling 
tanker. 

Pentagon and USAF officials 
chose Boeing for the KC-X con
tract to build 179 tankers at a cost 
of more than USD30 billion after 
determining that both companies 
met the basellne criteria but that 
Boeing had a cheaper bid overall. 

"Boeing was a clear winner," 
said Deputy Secretary of Defense 
William Lynn at a 24 February Pen
tagon press con terence. 

The Pentagon has designated 
Boeing's offer- an upgraded ver
sion of the KC-767 tanker - as the 
K C-46A. The first phase of the con
tract, which involves engineering, 
manufacturing and design as well 
as the procurement of four tankers , 
is valued at USD3 .5 billion . The 
programme calls for the company 
to deliver 18 initial combat-ready 
tankers by 20 17. 

The decision could secure Boe-
ing's strong position in US aircraft 
manufacntring for years to come. 

However, the Pentagon's two 
previous attempts to award a tanker 

The USAF's attempts to replace 
its ageing flee t of 400 Boeing 
KC- I 35 Stratotanker began in 
e.:'lmest in the late 1990s when the 
USAF considered leasing a fleet of 

~ Boeing KC-767s. The leasing plan 
~ended in 2003 after a contlict-ofr interest scandal that resulted in a top 

..... .._ __________ _, "' Boeing official and a senior USAF 

An artist's impression of the KC-46A 
refuelling a US Air Force B-1 B bomber. 

acquisition executive beingjailed. 
Pentagon and USAF officials 

vowed that the most recent attempt 
contract erupted into controversy to award a tanker contract would be 
and scandal and if EADS decides to fair and open. The source selection 
lodge a formal protest there is a pos- process took seven months and was 
sibility that tanker deliveries could documented in an extensive official 
be s talled or even cancelled. record, according to USAF Secre-

EADS, which offered the Air- taty Michael Donley, who said there 
bus Military A330-200 Multi-Role ~Otan "ongoing and transparent 
Tanker Transport (MRTT) platform, eJa1'0gue" with Boeing and EADS. 
did not immediately say whether~ Both competitors met the 372 
would protest about the awa"'.~ requirements specified in the con-

The Pentagon's last atte~ m tracting documents, Donley said, 
2008 to award a tanker contract to but the difference between the total 
EADS and its then partner Northrop evaluated prices in "present value" 
Grumman collapsed as the result terms was more than one percent. 
of a Boeing protest. The contract Under the bid criteria, the con
was cancelled after the pro test was tract was then awarded to the 
upheld by the US Government lower-priced tanker. 
Accountability Office. EADS commented in a state-

While EADS offered the same ment: "This is certainly a 
A330-200 MRTT aircraft (dubbed disappointing tum of events . T he 
KC-45A after initially winning the statement added: We look forward 
contract) in both manifestations of to discussing with the air force how 
the competition, Boeing revised it arrived at this conclusion." 
its offer the second time around With Boeing now under contract 
from a pure KC-767 aircraft to one to deliver 179 aircraft under KC-X, 
modified with the 787 Dreamliner the DoD will set about replacing 
cockpit and avionics. An improved the remaining KC- 135 tankers 
McDonnell Douglas (now Boeing) with follow-on KC-Y and KC-Z 
KC-10 refuelling boom was also procurement programmes at a 
incorporated into the revised bid. later date. • 

Brazil confirms F-X2 programme delay 
The Brazilian government has confirmed that the 
air force's F-X2 tighter procurement programme is 
to be postponed as it tackles the country's economic 
problems. 

President Dilma Roussel'f had earlier alluded to a 
postponement of the programme, but an announcement 
on 22 February by Defence Minister Nelson Jobim 
marks the first ol'ficial confirmation of the decision. 

It is not clear when the competition will proceed, 
but Jobin said that, in view of the need to control the 

country 's growing inflation and the defence budget cuts 
recently announced, it will not take place during Fiscal 
Year20ll. 

The cuts have reduced the funds available for opera
tions, maintenance and procurement during the current 
year by 27 per cent, leaving only USD6.6 million of the 
USD9 million that had originally been allocated. Local 
sources have told .Jane's that the F-X2 pro!,>ntmme 
might not resume until2013 or2014. 

Jose Higuera JDW Correspondent, Santiago 

Meteor BVRAAM 
launches from 
UK Tornado 
Deta lis of previously unacknow
ledged development firings with 
MBDA's Meteor beyond visual-range 
air-to-air missile (BVRAAM) have 
been uncovered by Jans's. 

In 2007the UK Ministry of Defence 
(MoD) contracted QinetiQ to conduct 
the next phase of Meteor trials using 
Panavia Tornado F.3 fighter aircraft. 
As announced at the time, these 
firings were due to take place from 
mid-2009to late 2011 . The MoD has 
since refused all comment on the 
status of the trials or to confirm that 
any firings have taken place. 

However, the Tornado launch pro
gramme was discussed lor the first 
time at the Royal Aeronautical Socie
ty's Weapons Systems & Technology 
Post-SDSR Review, which took place 
on 24 February. 

Addressing the con ference, MBDA 
UK's Executive Group Director-Tech
nical and Managing Director, Steve 
Wadey, noted that201 0 had seen 
two successful Meteor firings. One 
of these, identified as 'GF3', was a 
previously unacknowledged Tornado 
launch undertaken mid-2010. Wadey 
said that Meteor development is 
entering its closing stages and manu
facturing will begin in 2012. 

"Last year we had two success-
ful firings from the [Saab JAS 39] 
Gripen and also the Tornado F.3," 
Wadey added. "This confidence in the 
weapon system and its performance 
led us to the point that by the end of 
the year we had four nations commit
ted to Meteor production." 

Jane's understands that during 
another unannounced Tornado trial 
firing a Meteor missile was destroyed 
by a command detonation seconds 
alter launch as a safety precaution 
following an error in the test set-up. 

Robert Hewson Jane's Air-Launched 
Weapons Editor, Bascombe Down 

MBDA has confirmed-as does this 
video grab - that QinetiQ Tornado F.3 
aircraft have begun to take on Meteor 
firing trials work in the UK. 
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IDEX 

US, UAE close to 
sealing THAAD 
system deal 
Discussions about the United Arab 
Emirates' (UAE's) purchase of 
Lockheed Martin's Terminal High· 
Altitude Area Defence (THAAD) 
missile defence system are 
progressing, with an announcement 
expected in "the near future" , It 
emerged at IDEX. 

Speaking on 21 February in Abu 
Dhabi, Major General Obeid al Ketbi 
acknowledged mounting speculation 
that the deal,first estimated at USD7 
billion, was close to conclusion. 
However, he insisted that negotiations 
were not finalised, and added: "In the 
near future, [we expect) to reach a final 
agreement." The UAE would be the 
first export customer for the system. 

Press reports suggested that the 
deal could be announced as early as 
May, but Lockheed Martin spokesman 
Stan Green resisted placing "a timeline 
on another country". When the UAE is 
satisfied, some short time afterwards 
a deal will be signed, Green said. 

In 2008 the US Congress provision
ally approved the purchase by the UAE 
of THAAD, which has been developed 
to provide defence against ballistic 
missiles in the endoatmosphere and 
exoatmosphere. 

Green told Jane's on 21 Febru-
ary that each of a series of tests 
conducted in an environment that is 
similar to the UAE operating environ
ment had been under "more and more 
stress ... in the upper endo, at a range 
of targets." 

THAAD would fill the gap in capabil· 
ity between the low-altitude Patriot 
PAC·3 and the Aegis SM·3 Block 1A 
upper-tier defence system. UAE oper
ates an undisclosed number of PAC·3 
systems. 

A typical THAAD battery comprises 
three launchers. each with eight inter· 
ceptor vehicles, although up to nine 
launchers can be assigned to a battery. 

The US Missile Defense Agency 
(MDA) in September 201 0 cleared 
Lockheed Martin to build more inter· 
ceptors for the THAAD system after a 
year-long setback that occurred when 
qualifications tests for an optical block 
switch, manufactured by subcontrac
tor, Moog Inc, held up approval for a 
missi le production line. 

Lauren Gelfand JDW Middle East/ 
Africa Editor, Abu Dhabi 

The Emirates spend 
$4bn at subdued show 
LAUREN GELFAND JDW Middle East/Africa Editor ent in developing an indigenous 
-~~~- ~~-~~i. ..... .. ..... .. ........ ... ........................................................ ............. defence industry in the tiny but 

high-spending nation, but remained 

N
earl y USD4 billion • Most of the USD4 billion worth confident that technology transfers 
in contracts were of business conducted atiDEX would,eventually,yield profits. 
announced !by the A nticipation that an announce-

was signed off with local firms 
United Arab Emirates ment would be for thcoming at e No 'big ticket' deals emerged 
(UAE) over the four from the show lDEX about the UAE's purchase 

days of the biennial IDEX defence of a new fighter aircraft to replace 
exhibition in Abu Dhabi, which i ts Mirages was dashed. Instead, 
closed on 25 February under a other systems to the UAE armed France's Dassaul t, which has 
cloudofuneaseabouttheprotests forces . The company is also in a been heavily promoting i ts Rafale 
destabilising governments across partnership with South Africa's Par- fighter, had to be content with a 
the r egion. amount Group to manufacture the USD31 million contract to upgrade 

The majority of the contracts Mbombe armoured vehicle, which armaments and software on the 
were signed with local UA E firms could yield substantial profi ts for M irage fleet. 
in a clear boost to the indigenous both partners. Concernsaboutthecurrent politi· 
industry, which has made consid- The upgmding and modernisation cal crises stretching across North 
erable progress in signi ng joint ~fdlie Sikorsky Black Hawk heli- A frica and into the Middle East 
ventures and partnerships but for ml~ers i.n service in the UAE netted seemed to put a damper on the 
the most part has yet to fully ca.J.l(' ~bu Dhabi Aircraft Technologies a show. 
talise on indigenous product'-"'V USD270 mill ion contract, whil e the Exhibi tors told Janes that the 
equipment or materiel. ~ country's strongest indigenous fi rm, numbers of delegations visiting 

Among the l argest deals Abu Dhabi Ship Building, earned their stands was decidedly lower 
announced was a USD550 million a USD218 mi ll ion deal to del iver than in 2009, while exhibition 
contract for Emiraje Systems to RAM missiles to the UAE Navy. officials acknowledged that sev
implement C41 systems. Representatives f rom major em! countries that had committed 

The International Golden Group international defence and aero- to attending had presented their 
earned a total USD427 mill ion in space firms, in comments to Jane's, regrets in the weeks leading up to 
contracts to supply weapons and acknowledged the challenges inher- the show. • 

Alenia remains optimistic 
over M-346 contract 
Despite A l enia Aermacchi's 
M-346 being selected by the 
United Arab Emirates (UAE) at 
IDEX two year s ago wiith much 
fanfare, this year's show has 
rolled around with a contract 
for the UAE r equirement- for 
48 lead-in fighter trainer and 
light attack variants - remaining 
liDSigned. 

While reports emerged in Janu
ary 20 I 0 of rival KAI attempting 
to re-enter the fray wi th i ts T-50 
Golden Eagle, Alenia officials 
remain patient.ly hopeful that the 
U AE trainer contract can be secured 
wi thin the year. 

Explaining the potential reason 
for the delay, Alenia Aeronautica 

CEO Giuseppe Giordo noted that 
the M-346 selection was, in fact , 
part of a wider government-to-gov
ernment (G2G) deal between the 
UAE and I taly that sought to pro
mote wider areas of co-operation 
- co-operation that inevitably also 
covers teclmology transfers. 

"Some areas of collaboration were 
shown not to be workable," Giordo 
told Jane's at lDEX, "so our govern
ments are trying to deftne other areas 
of collaboration that can replace 
areas that didn't work very well. 

Meanwhile, Giordo said Alenia 
has been "conti nuing discussions 
with the UAE A ir Force to show 
what we are doing with the M -346 
- because after two years we 

The M-346 was 
selected by the 
UAEat IDEX 
in 2009, but a 
contract has yet 
to materialise. 
All'ni.a Ac1'003Uiica: 

11003898 

have done many thi ngs. We have 
achieved many milestones in terms 
of certification, industrialisation 
and configuration. And, in parallel , 
we are waiting for our governments 
to agree and document a G2G that 
will allow us to restart negotiations 
for the M -346. I'm still very opti · 
mistic . .. that before the end of the 
year we might sign the contract." 

Peter Felstead JDW Editor 
Abu Dhabi 
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UAE orders 1,000 
NIMRs from BJG 

An additional1 ,000 NIMRs will be 
procured by the UAE armed forces in a 
variety of configurations. 
l}IS J:mc'S/Pf.'f.i•r Fclslur.l: L4018S J 

number of variants procured, a 
BJG executive told Jane's. 

The latest deal will also involve 
some NlMRs being fitted with the 
Thales Remotely Operated Ther
mal Observation Sight (ROTOS): a 
vehicle-mounted system designed 
to provide surveillance, target 
acquisition and location, and route 
proving and clearance. A NIMR on 
show at IDEX 20 II was displayed 
with such a system. 

It was announced at JDEX 2005 
that Advanced Industries of Ara
bia (AlA), an 80/20 per cent share 
co-operative venture between BJG 
and Jordan's KADDB, had been 
awarded a USD41 million contract 
to supply the UAE armed forces 
~· 500 NlMRs in four variants 

PETERFELSTEAD JDWEditor ~vtr 18 months. The delivery 
-~~~- ~~-~~i.. .......... ........ .. ...... .. ...... .. ................. ........ ....... ........ .............. ~ f these vehicles is complete , 
__ _ . . . '-'lj although BJG has effectively now 
T he UAE placed an order for cent, with the remaining 4~er wound down its co-operation with 
1,000 NJMR high-mobility tacti- cent retained by BJG. KADDB. 
cal vehicles from local company The vehicles will be produced According to BJG officials 
Bin Jabr Group (BJG) on t he at a new factory within the Mili- speaking to .lane's at IDEX in 
final day of IDEX 2011. tary Industrial City in Abu Dhabi; 2009, the total number of NIMRs 

The deal is valued at AED736 construction of the facility is set to on contract or delivered stood at 
million (USD145.4 million), with begin this year. around I ,000 units at the time. 
the vehicles to be delivered dur- The full NlMR family includes The balance of this figure mostly 
ing the next three years. As part of light utility, long-range patrol, includes vehicles ordered by 
the deal , a company called NlMR anti -tank and air defence ver- Libya. 
Automotive will be set up in which sions of the vehicle in 4x4 and 
the UAE government-owned 6x6 configurations; the contract 
Tawazun group will own 60 per announced at lDEX will see a 

Additional reporting by 
Nick Brown Jane's Land Desk 

Edito1~ Abu Dhabi 

UAE's MBTs to receive AZUR protection kits 
French armoured vehicle special
ist Nexter Systems will deliver an 
undisclosed number of AZUR 
(Action en Zone URbaine) pro
tection kits to t he United Arab 
Emirates (UAE) Army by Decem
ber 2011, following a contract 
signed with the UAE authorities 
at the end of 2010 but made pub
lic on 21 February at IDEX 2011 
in Abu Dhabi. 

AZUR is a 360-degree inte
grated add-on protection system 
used to protect main battle tanks 
(MBTs) when operating in an 
urban or asymmetric warfare envi
ronment, thereby enhancing their 

survivability against lateral and 
rear ballistic attacks. 

Between 1994 and 2008 the 
UAE Army received 388 Leclerc 
MBTs, 46 recovery variants and 
two configured for driver train-

The UAE Army operates a total of 388 
Nexter Systems Leclerc main battle 
tanks. ViCIOI' M.S. Ram•-ita: 1<1'24()1Xl 

ing. Discussions are being held 
between Nexter Systems and the 
UAE authorities to upgrade these 
vehjcJes in several areas, including 
protection , communications and 
optronics. 

Nexter Systems is represented 
in the UAE by the International 
Golden Group (IGG). 

Victor Barreira JDW 
Correspondent, Abu Dhabi 

LM to leverage 
WCSP to secure 
Kuwait contract 
Lockheed Martin Is looking to 
capitalise on its position on 
the UK's Warrior Capability 
Sustainment Programme (WCSP) 
with a bid to extend a similar offer 
to Kuwait: the only other Warrior 
operator. 

WCSP was a two-horse race 
between Lockheed Martin and BAE 
Systems until the latter was told it 
had not won the competition in early 
February. The UK Ministry of Defence 
is understood to be scoping out the 
programme in line with its 2011 
spending planning round and it is 
expected to then broker a deal with 
Lockheed Martin later this year. 

The programme comprises a total 
overhaul of the UK's Warrior infantry 
fighting vehicle fleet, with a new open 
electronic architecture and insertion 
of CTA International's case less 40 
mm weapon system - shared with 
the new UK Scout vehicle-among 
other enhancements. 

Morri Leland, director of inter
national business development for 
Lockheed Martin Missiles and Fire 
Control's ground veh icles, told Jane's 
that he expects the imminent release 
of a Kuwaiti request for information 
(Rfl) as the country looks to restore 
its Desert Warrior fleet's capabilities. 
Kuwait received 254 vehicles from 
the UK; they were ordered in the early 
1990s after Kuwait's liberation from 
invasion by Iraq, but large numbers 
are believed to be returning poor lev
els of serviceability. 

Until the rel ease of the Rfl it is 
unclear whether Kuwait would look 
tor a relatively simple overhaul or a 
full upgrade of its vehicles. Leland 
said that, despite the differen ces 
between the Desert Warrior and UK 
versions, the basics of the vehicles 
are substantially the same and there 
would be a lot of applicable pull
through from one to the other. 

Leland told Jane's that Lockheed 
Martin's bid is quite advanced and 
that partners have already been 
approached in the region and in 
Kuwait itself. 

Other bidders are also expected 
to chase the Rtl, including BAE 
Systems. 

Nick Brown Jane's Land Desk 
Editor, Abu Dhabi 
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In Brief 
Jordan orders anti-tank weapon 
The Jordanian Armed Forces (JAF) 
have ordered an undisclosed number 
of RPG-32 Hashim manportable 
anti-armour systems from the Jordan 
Russian Electronic Systems Company 
The RPG-32, a shoulder-launched 
rocket grenade system, can be fired 
from within a confined space with a 
maximum effective range of 700 m. The 
complete system weighs 1 0 kg. Under 
the terms of the contract, deliveries to 
the JAF will start at the end of 2011 . 

Beretta secures Mx4 carbine order 
Italian small arms manufacturer Beretta 
has secured a significant contract 
to supply its Mx4 Storm carbine to 
India's Border Security Force (BSF). 
The contract, for around 35,000 9 mm 
carbines, was signed on 14 February 
and announced by Beretta at IDEX. 
Deliveries will begin within 12 months 
of the contract being finalised. Made 
using advanced polymers, which is 
common for pistol designs but less so 
for larger firearms, the Mx4 Storm is 
lighter than more traditional designs 
and can be fired on semi-and full auto
matic modes out to an effective range 
of at least 1 00 m. 

Paramount wins vehicle contract 
South Africa-based Paramount Group 
has received a contract to supply a 
North African country with more than 
100 Marauder series armoured vehi
cles, according to industry sources 
speaking at IDEX in Abu Dhabi on 23 
February. The vehicle is designed to 
carry a two-man crew in the front plus 
eight fully equipped soldiers in the rear. 
The configuration under contract with 
the North African country is fitted with 
a Reutech missile turret and the vehicle 
will be used for border patrol and deter
rence of human trafficking. 

Algeria in frigate negotiations 
Maritime industry sources on 23 Feb
ruary confirmed to Jane's an Algerian 
press report that the Algerian Navy has 
narrowed its options to one in its effort 
to fulfil a frigate purchase requirement. 
Jane's understands that Algeria is in 
negotiations with TKMS, with a result 
expected about mid-year. The main 
platform, according to sources at I DEX 
in Abu Dhabi, is a Meko A-200 similar 
to the frigates operated by the South 
African Navy. 

ATK to produce 
CN-235-based 
light gunships 
PETER FELSTEAD JDW Editor 

-~~~- ~~-~~i ..... .. ...... .. ..... ... ..... ... ..... ... ..... ... ..... .. ...... .. ...... .. ..... ... ..... ... ..... .. . . 

(ATK) has been con- e KADDB has contracted ATK A
lliant Tech.systems 

tracted by Jordan's to convert Jordanian CN-235 
King Abdullah II Design aircraft into light gunships 
and Deve l opment e ATK will handle the 

Bureau (KADDB) to convert 
two Jor danian Airbus Military 
CN-235 twin-engine transport 
aircraft into light gunships. 

The contract, announced at the 

development, systems 
integration, modification and 
testing of the gunships 

International Defence Exhibi- M230LF link-fed 30 mrn chain gun. 
tion & Conference (IDEX) in Abu ~e systems are controlled by 
Dhabi on 20 February, is subject D\ft('s STAR mission system, which 
to US government export licens~~rovides day and night reconnais
approval but should see th~ 
verted aircraft delivered by th~ate 
spring of 2013. Terms of the deal 
were not announced. 

Partnering with KADDB , ATK 
will install and integrate an elec
tro-optical/infrared sensor w ith 
integrated 11L">er designator and iner
tial measurement unit , an AAR-47/ 
ALE-47 defensive countermeas
ures system and a weapon suit that 
comprises AGM-114M/K Hellfire 
laser-guided missiles, 2.75-inch 
(70 mm) rockets and a lightweight 

NORINCO unveils latest 
SH1 artillery system 
China North Industries Corpo
ration ( NORINCO) brought its 
SHl 155 mm/52 calibre self-pro
pelled artillery system t o IDEX 
for the tirst time. 

The system consists o f a 155 
mm/52 calibre gun mounted on the 
rear of a 6x6 cross-country truck 
chassis. The gun features powered 
e levation and traverse and a flick 
rammer to reduce crew fatigue and 
increase the rate of frre , while the 
crew compartment accommodates 

a five-person crew, is fully pro
tected and has a roof-mounted 12.7 
mrn machine gun for air- and self
defence purposes. 

The gun 's maximum range 
depends on the projectile/charge 
combination, but NORINCO claims 
the Extended Range Full Bore Base 
Bleed Rocket Assist projectile has a 
maximum range of 53 km. A total of 
20 !55 mm projectiles and associ
ated charges are carried. 

In addition to firing conventional 

sance and fire control capabilities 
and the ability to acquire, monitor 
and track potential targets. 

Work on the programme will 
be performed in Jordan, as well 
as at ATK facil ities in Fort Worth, 
Texas; Mesa, Arizona; and Pelham, 
Alabama. 

According to Dave Wise, ATK 
Missile Products Group's vice
president and deputy: "The light 
gunship wi ll provide customers wi th 
an enhanced capability to conduct 
responsive defence, counter-insur
gency and border surveillance and 
security missions." 

The Jordanian Armed Forces, 
which face no obvious mili tary 
threat, do not seem to have an imme
diate requirement for gunships, but 
this contract is more about extend
ing KADDB 's potential. Established 
in 1999 to provide organic develop
ment within the Jordanian Armed 
Forces as well as a potential regional 
export business , KADDB has 
worked extensively on various land 
platforms for the last decade but has 
not previously performed any modi
fication work on aircraft. • 

natures of 155 mm ammuni tion, the 
system can also fire the NORINCO 
155 mm laser-guided projectile for 
pinpoint accuracy. 

Development of the SH1 has 
been completed and the system is 
already in service with at least one 
export customer. 

NORINCO is now marketing a 
complete family of wheeled self
propelled artillery systems, which 
offer lower operating and support 
costs as well as greater strategic 
mobility than their tracked counter
parts. In addition to the SH 1 , these 
include the SH2 ·122 mm system 
and the SH4 105 mm system. 

Christopher F Foss Jane's 
Land Consultalll, Abu Dhabi 
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In Brief 
Four dead in Colombian helo crash 
A Colombian Beii206B JetRanger 
helicopter, chartered to provide air 
transport facilities for the army's 5th 
Brigade at Bucaramanga, crashed 
near Rionegro, Santander, on 18 
February. All four crew were killed, 
including General Alfredo Bocanegra 
Navia, commander of the deceased 
troops' unit. The aircraft was regis
tered to Heliservice, flown by a civilian 
pilot and suffered from engine failure 
caused by bad weather, according 
to Army Commander Major General 
Alejandro Navas. 

Argentina, Brazil sign joint declaration 
Argentine Defence Minister Arturo 
Puricelli and his Brazilian counterpart, 
Nelson Jobim, signed a joint declara
tion on 14 February covering issues 
including co-operation on logistical 
support in the Antarctic, assistance 
to third-party countries, the strength
ening of annual exercises and joint 
participation on military light truck 
manufacturing. The pact will also 
enable maintenance of Brazilian Navy 
marine turbines at Argentina's Espora 
Naval Depot, among others. 

Chile to set up procurement body 
The Chilean government will create a 
Council of Defence Investments (CID) 
in line with the decision to reform 
its defence procurement system, to 
assess the armed forces' procurement 
projects. It will include the under
secretaries of defence and the armed 
forces, the heads of the three services 
and the chief of the defence joint staff. 
The CID is to begin functioning within 
the Ministry of Defence in March and 
will have an advisory role in assessing 
the armed forces' procurement. Crite
ria are to consider the contribution of 
the projects to the services' capabili
ties and projects' fi nancial viability. 

Colombia keeps Dragonfly alive 
Colombian Air Force (FAC) engineers 
have successfully assembled aCes
sna A-37B Dragonfly from spare 
parts acquired from the United States 
and two A-37Bs from Chile, the FAC 
announced on 21 February. The 
aircraft is in near-new condition and 
will stay in service for the next 10 
years. The FAC planned to reti re the 
venerable A-37B Dragonfly fleet by 
2010, but plans will see these counter
insurgency aircraft fly until2021. 

US Army empowers small 
units from 'bottom up' 
DANIELWASSERBLY JDW Staff Reporter 

-~~.~--~~-~d.~~~~!~· .. ~!~.r.i.~~ .......................................... ............... ........ ........... . 

F
ielding and equipping 
programmes for the US 
Army are to shift toward 
empowering small units 
and supporting so-called 

'bottom up' modernisation. 
Service leadership at the annual 

• The US Army plans to stress 
co-ordinated efforts to Increase 
capability and decrease burdens 

• A tactical small units document 
will consider them as 'a system' 
and lead to beHer acquistions 

Association of the US Army con- told reporters on 24 February. 
ference indicated an upcoming Accordingly, the army plans to 
paradigm shift that will stress more release in May an initial capabilities 
closely co-ordinated efforts to document for tactical small units, 
increase capabilities and decrease which officials believe will help the 
burdens for tactical small units. service view small units as 'a sys-

Lieutenant General Michael tern' and lead to better incrementa.! 
Vane, head of the Army Capabilities acquisition decisions. 
Integration Center, explained there ~ 44ltjor. General Robert Brown , 
are many programmes producing m ii'lrmander of the Army Maneu
useful tools for individu~M soldier~~er Center of Excel!ence, is 
but no single orgamsauon~ overseemg the document s prepara
struct that ensures these produ~ lion. Equipping small units instead 
integrated and complementary. of individual soldiers or brigades 

Fielding equipment for small "is really a revolutionary change", 
units has historically been driven by he said. 
a given year's budget and its sepa- The document will not specify 
rate line items for differentt systems, equipment or systems to be fielded , 
but now the army is trying to take a but will instead lay groundwork 
more organised approach, Gen Vane from which the army can detem1ine 

the members of a unit that might 
carry certain equipment or supplies, 
how to more effectively train small 
units or glean other non-materiel 
solutions. 

Marilyn Freeman, Deputy Assist
ant Secretary of the Army for 
Research and Technology, said on 
23 February that instead of looking 
to modernise brigades, the army 
should look at "what aggregates up 
from the soldier to the small team, 
to the company, to the battalion and 
then brigade". 

She said a bottom-up approach 
will create a different way of man
aging science and technology 
investments, as well as requirements 
and acquisitions. 

Gen Vane noted that "a focus on 
the human dimension in tactical 
small units" is to underpin future 
army research , development and 
acquisition decisions. The devel
opments go beyond the army; the 
Maneuver Center of Excellence is 
collaborating with the US Marine 
Corps and Special Operations 
Forces to clari fy capabilities and 
requirements for small units. • 

USMC hastens plans for EFV successor 
The US Marine Corps (USMC) is 
moving to recapitalise and replace 
its ageing amphibious assault vehi
cles after the January canceUation 
of the Expeditionary F ighting 
Vehicle (EFV) programme. 

On 17 February, the service 
issued three requests for infor
mation (Rfls) after the EFV 
cancellation, including an Rll for 
an EFV replacement, the Amphibi
ous Combat Vehicle (ACV), in 
addition to Rfls for a service-life 
extens ion programme for the 
USMC's existing 1970s-era AAV-
7Ais and , in conjunction with the 
US Army, plans for a new Marine 
Personnel Carrier (MPCs). 

As part of its Fiscal Year 2012 
(FY2012) budget deliberations, the 
service determined the estimated 
USD 15 billion cost for the EFV pro-

gramme consumed too much of the 
service's procurement budget. For 
the follow-on ACV, the marines are 
emphasising affordability. "While 
the ideal capability would be for the 
vehicle to transit from well over the 
horizon at a high rate of speed, this 
may prove to be unaffordable," the 
ACV Rfl stated. The previous EFV 
requirement specit1ed that the craft 
travel from 25 n miles: the dis
tance the US Navy and the USMC 
determined to be the minimum safe 
distance for amphibious warships 
to avoid hostile fire from the shore. 
The latest Rfl reduces the mini
mum requirement to 12 n miles. 

The Rfl also called for protec
tion from improvised explosive 
devices, indirect fires and mines 
that could be applied in layers con
tingent on the level of threat. 

In January, USMC Comman
dant General James Amos said the 
service would like the vehicles to 
cost between USD4 million and 
USD12 million. The AAV sustain
ment Rfl asks industry for options 
to refit and upgrade hal f of the 
1,057 AAVs as a stop-gap before 
the ACV concept is ready. 

Lie utenant General George 
Flynn , head of the USMC's Com
bat Development Command, said 
the USMC would examine pos
sible survivability enhancements; 
suspension and mobility upgrades; 
al terations to the jets or the engine 
to boost water speed; integration of 
digital command-and-control sys
tems; and upgrades to the weapon 
platform on the AA V. 

Sam LaGrone JDW Staff 
Reporte1~ Washington DC 
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US Army plans to field NIKs 
DANIEL WASSERBLY JDWSU!ffReporrer 

.~! -~~~-~~-~~~-~-~~ - f.'.~!!~.~ ................ ........ ........ ...... ............... ............... .......................................... .............. ......... .. 

T
he US Army is prepar
ing to move forward with 
plans to field an extensive 
battlefield network fol
lowing a recent decision 

to cancel etl'orts associated with a 
previous networking scheme. 

In early February the army 
decided to cancel its Early Infantry 
Brigade Combat Team (E-IBCT) 
modernisation programme after 
the production or init ial equip
ment sets. A key surviving aspect 
of the project will be the theory 
behind E-IBCT's vehicle-mounted 
Network Integration Kits (NlKs) , 
intended to provide soldiers with a 
communications gateway to trans
mit voice and data. 

Colonel Michael Williamson, 
the army's deputy programme 
executive officer for networks , told 
Jane's that lessons from E-IBCT 
have shown an 'integrated network 
interface kit' is something the am1y 
needs. He added that follow-on 
systems must be cheaper, more 
efficient and more effective than 
the current NIK. 

• The US Army is to submit a new 
acquisition plan lor fielding 
networking systems in April 

e Network Integration Kits are to 
be part of the new strategy 

Requests for industry submis
sions are also expected to be 
released in April, after the army 
narrows down its needs. Col 
Williamson would like to have inte
gration kits that are manportable, 
vehicle-based and set for fixed sites 

In April the army wil l submit its such as tactical operations centres. 
acquisition plan for field ing net- These kits are also to host the 
working systems to the Pentagon . emerging wideband networking 
Broadly, army networking is to now waveform (WNW) and soldier 
be directed more toward modem is- radio waveform (SRW), as well as 
ing lower-echelon units- as opposed legacy radio systems such as the 
to brigades - but must i nclude a Single Channel Ground and Air
common architecture across the borne Radio System (SINCGARS). 
service, Col Williamson said. Army leadership expects to see a 

Boeing, the prime contractor for new NIK within the next year and 
E-lBCT, is interested in partici- testing is to be done in Fiscal Year 
pating on future army networking 2012 , Col Williamson added. He 
programmes at both levels, accord- noted that the waveforms and basic 
ing to Paul Geery, the company's ~~ions would stay the same but 
vice president and programme ovC'remental improvements would 
manager for BCT Modemisaifion ~suit in "different boxes [fielded] 

Col Williamson said th everycoupleofyears". 
NIKs will likely be similar t e Two initial brigade sets of the 
NIK but include an incremental NIK. will serve as a bridge to allow 
approach to fielding equipment added time for the army and indus
and more opportunities for indus- try to better understand the service's 
try to offer solutions. exact networking requirements. • 

Accept 'good enough' for 
helo upgrade, US Army told 
A senior US commander has 
warned against ''trying for the 
Holy Grail" in the development of 
a next-generation helicopter to ful
fil the army's 21st-century needs. 

Speaking at the Army Aviation 
Association of America symposium 
at Redstone Arsenal, Alabama, on 17 
February, Major General Anthony 
Crutchfield, Army Aviation branch 
chief and commander of the Aviation 
Center of Excellence at Fort Rucker, 
outlined his hopes for the develop
ment of a improved rotary-wing 
platform for "a 21st-century fight" 
by comparing the army's contrasting 
experiences with the highly success
ful Bell UH-1 'Huey' and its failed 
attempts to field the Boeing/Sikor
sl.:y RAH-66 Comanche. 

Whereas the Huey took eight years 
to go from an initial requirement to 

full production, the Comanche was 
in development for more than 22 
years with only two prototypes ever 
built. When the programme was can
celled in 2004, about USD8 billion 
had been spent; money that could 
have been better used modifying the 
army's existing helicopters, accord
ing to Gen Crutchfield. "I just want 
to drive home the point that we can't 
expect to get it aU right [as was rec
ognised early on in the development 
of the Huey], but we also can't afford 
to get it all wrong [as happened with 
the Comanche)," he said. 

According to the general, the pri
mary difference between the two 
programmes was that with the Huey 
the army determined its require
ment from the start , developed a 
solution, procured and fielded a 
quality airframe and adapted that 

The RAH-66 Comanche was in 
development for 22 years before it was 
terminated. According to Gen Crutchfield, 
the designers set themselves an 
impossible task. ""''"' :os63622 

airframe through modernisation, 
whereas with the Comanche the 
army and its industry partners kept 
searching for an unobtainable "per
fect platform". 

With the out-ol~service dates of 
the army's aviation assets estab
lished, the industry and the army 
need to start thinking about replace
ment platforms, the general said. 
"We're not going to field ... the 
'Holy Grail' [of hel icopters]." 

Gareth Jennings Jane's Aviation 
Desk Edit01; London 

USAF to save on 
costs with flight 
training cuts 
US Air Force (USAF) officials have 
proposed cutting the service's flight 
training budget in an eHort to scale 
back costs, according to the recently 
released Department of Defense 
(DoD) Fiscal Year (FY) 2012 budget 
request. 

Under the proposals, fighter and 
bomber flight training will bear the 
brunt of the cuts, with pilots flying 
16,144 fewer hours (a reduction of 
around five per cent) than in 2011, 
saving the service some USD272 
million. 

In total (including all aircraft types), 
the air force's flight training time will 
fall to about 1.19 million hours -down 
by 22,045 hours from 2011. 

The USAF promises to make up the 
lost flight training by having aircrews 
spend more time in "advanced simula· 
tor training", according to the budget 
proposal. 

Officials from Air Combat Com· 
mand (ACC), which oversees training 
requirements offighterand bomber 
pilots, declined to discuss the larger 
role simulators will play. "[Talk) about 
simulator use is premature at the 
moment," a command spokesman 
told Jane's on 22 February. 

In the fighter community, pilots 
of the Lockheed Martin F-22 Raptor 
stand to lose most flying time. The 
budget recommends cutting 7,382 
hours in 2012- about 33 per cent of 
what the aircraft flew in 2010. Figures 
on how many hours Raptors were 
expected to fly in 201 1 were not avail
able. Other air force types - namely 
the Fairchild-Republic A·1 0 Thun
derbolt II, Rockwell (Boeing) B·1 B, 
Boeing F·15C/D/E and Lockheed Mar
tin F-16C/D-will also have their flight 
hours cut under the FY12 budget pro
posal. Of these aircraft, only the F-16C 
Figh ting Falcon is recommended to 
get new simulators as part of the FY12 
spending proposals. 

The budget calls for buying 1\vo 
"mission training centres" for Block 
40/50 jets, costing a total of USD40 
million. Each centre will house a 
quartet of cockpit simulators capable 
of linking up with simulators at other 
bases or with real aircraft. 

Bruce Rolfsen JDW Correspondent, 
Washington, DC 
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Sagem awarded 
French Sperwer 
UAV contract 
The French defence procurement 
agency (Direction Generate 
de I'Armement- DGA) has 
awarded Sa gem a contract lor the 
modernisation and expansion of 
the French Army's fleet of Sperwer 
tactical unmanned aerial vehicles 
(UAVs) and associated equipment. 

The contract, which was announced 
on 20 February, covers three Sperwer 
aircraft to be equipped with Sagem's 
new Euroflir 350+ optronic observa
tion system- with an option on live 
more Sperwer UAVs - and the com
pany's remote video terminals (RVTs). 
In addition, it provides lor the upgrade 
of the RVTs already delivered under a 
previous contract signed in 2009. 

Designed for use from a veh icle 
or by a dismounted soldier. the RVT 
comprises a touchscreen and portable 
transmitter-receiver for displaying 
high-resolution. real-time images 
of gee-referenced co-ordinates sent 
by the UAVagainst a digital map 
background. It features a modular, 
open and scalable design, and can 
operate at different frequencies and 
with different waveforms, according 
toSagem. 

The French Army's Sperwer UAVs 
have operated in Afghan is tan since 
the end of 2008, carrying out mis
sions in support of French and NATO 
forces. These missions have included 
intelligence gathering, route recon
naissance and art.illery guidance. 

It is one of three such systems in 
use with the French Army; the other 
two are the AeroVironment Pointer 
and the EADS Tracker. 

This latest contract will bring the 
number of Sperwer drones produced 
at Sagem's Montlu~on plant in France 
to 130. 

Gareth Jennings Jane's Aviation 
Desk Editor, London 

France has operated the Sperwer 
UAV in Afghanistan since the end of 
2008. Sagem: 1136278 

Fox promises to end 
'fantasy' procurement 
TIM RIPLEY JDW Correspondent 
London ..................... ......... ................................................................. ............. 
• UK Defence Secretary Llam Fox 

says he will end "conspiracy of 
optimism" in MoD planning 

• Fox's comments came as a 
report criticised the MoD for 
failing to control budgets 

N
ine months after tak
ing office, UK Defence 
Secretary Liam Fox has 
announced the frrst ele
ments of long-awaited 

reforms to his ministry's equip
ment procurement processes. 

His announcement on 22 Febru
ary came hours after the spending 
watchdog of Parliament's Publ~ 
Accounts Committee accus' ~ UK Defence Secretary llam Fox set out 
M inistry of Defence (Moll~ of plans for tighter procurement controls at 
"wasti ng" nearly GBP 10 billion CIVITAS in London on 22 February. 
(USD 16.2 billion) by cancelling late 
and over-budget mili tary hardware. 

The committee's chairwoman, 
Patricia Hodge, accused the MoD 
of a "cycle of failure". She said the 
writing ol'f of more than GBP5 bil
lion worth of equipment, including 
BAE Systems Nimrod MRA.4, 
Raytheon Sentinel R.l and BAE 
Systems Harrier GR.9 aircraft, as 
well as retiring the aircraft car
rier HMS Ark Royal after October 
2010's Strategic Defence and Secu
rity Review (SDSR), demonstrated 
the "compelling" need to get the pro
curement budget "under control". 

In a speech at the Institute for the 
Sntdy of Civil Society (CIVITAS), 
Fox promised to bring an end to 
the era of what he dubbed "fantasy 
defence procurement". He said he 
would end the so-called "conspir
acy of optimism" in the ministry's 
future defence programme planning 
to ensure the risks and costs in new 
projects were not underestimated. 
Procurement projects would not 
go ahead unless there was a clear 
budgetary line for development, 
procurement and deployment. 

Fox said he had asked M oD Per-

manent Secretary Ursula Brennan 
and the newly appointed Chief of 
Defence Materiel Bernard Gray to 
examine the future programmes 
to ensure risks and costs are well 
understood and that they remain 
affordable. 

Real-time cost control of pro
curement project budgets is to be 
introduced and a Major Projects 
Review Board will be set up, 
chaired by Fox , that will receive 
quarterly updates on the min istry's 
major programmes to ensure that 

"' they are on time and within budget. 
; T his wi ll begin with the 20 biggest 
~ projects by value and will expand to 
J the 50 biggest proj ects . He said the 
«: ministry would publish a list every 

quarter of the board's 'Projects of 
Concern' to "name and shame" 
under-perforn1ing projects. 

According to Fox, there needs 
to be a "rebalancing of the minis
try's relationship with industry" so 
maximum value for money can be 
achieved. l n the aftermath of the 
SDSR, he said "a period of intense 
negotiation wi th industry has been 
entered into with a number of major 
industrial suppliers. This is already 
looking at 130 contracts relating to 
SDSR decisions to ensure they are 
both necessary and give greater 
value for money to the taxpayer. 
This number will soon be expanded 
to arOLmd 500 contracts". • 

Go to jdw.janes.comfor more of this article 

Panhard in talks with Russia over VBL 
France's Pan hard is in "advanced 
talks" with Russia over suppl}ing 
500 light-armored vehicles and 
hopes to land the contract within 
the next few months, company 
chairman Christian Mons said on 
23 February. 

Mons said that negotiations with 
Moscow concerned the company's 
3.1-ton Vehicule B linde Leger 
(VBL) and that if the deal was con
firmed, it would be worth about 

EUR200 million (USD260 million) 
to the French arms company. 

He told Jane~- the Russians had 
been testing the vehicle for some 
months and planned to assign i t to 
the country's border guard service. 

Pan hard's deal w ith Russia 
would be subject to France's tight 
controls on defence exports. Such a 
deal would be the latest in a number 
of French materiel sal es to Russia 
following the announcement in late 

December 2010 that Moscow had 
agreed to procure two Mistral-class 
amphibious assaul t vessels. 

Russia has also looked to produce 
French equipment under licence; a 
recent example being the June 2010 
contract under which the Thales 
Catharine-FC vehicle compact ther
mal imager was to be produced in 
Russia. 

.JACLewis 
JDW Correspondent, Paris 
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Turkey's FNSS Savunma Sistemleri will supply 257 8x8 
wheeled ACVs for the Malaysian armed forces. 

FNSS set to 
produce ACVs 
for Malaysia 
LALE SARiffiRAHIMOGLU 
JDW Correspondent Ankara 

1\rrkey's FNSS Savunma Sistemleri has signed 
an export agreement with Malaysian manufac
turer DRB-Hicom Defence Technologies Sdn 
Bhd (Deftech) for the design, development, 
production and logistical support of 257 8x8 
wheeled a rm oured combat vehicles (ACVs) 
for the Malaysian armed forces. 

The project, which is worth about USD600 
m.imon and is the largest single arms export for 
the Turkish defence industry, was one of several 
accords signed in Ankara on 22 February during 
a visit by Malaysian Prime Minister Najib Razak. 

The Malaysian ACVs, of which 12 variants 
will be delivered, will be based on the Pars 
(Leopard) family of multirole armoured fighting 
vehicles (AFVs). They will be redesigned and 
developed with Deftech at FNSS facilities and 
assembled in Malaysia, said Nail Kurt , general 
manager of FNSS. He added that FNSS would 
also integrate subsystems and transfer ACY 
technology to Malaysia. 

"In the past FNSS made ACV technology 
exports, but those were technologies bought 
from the US . Now for the first time, a system 
to be developed in Turkey will be exported to 
Malaysia," Kurt said. 

FNSS was awarded a contract in 2000 to supply 
Malaysia with 211 ACY 300s in 10 configurations 
under the local name of Adnan. It later sold a fur
ther eight 120 mm mortar carrier vehicles. 

Speaking after the signing of the agreement, 
Malaysian Defence Minister Datuk Seri Ahmad 
Zahid Hamidi said FNSS would share intellectual 
property rightS with Deftech and allow it to export 
the assembled ACVs in the Asia-Pacific region. 

"We have an understanding that we can source 
the defence fittings from elsewhere," said Zahid, 
adding that Malaysia plans to mix-and-match 
various technologies. • 
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Spain recommits to AIFV tender 
Spain's plans to acquire a new armoured infantry 
l ighting vehicle (AIFV) lor its army are going ahead 
despite budget cutbacks, Minister of Defence Carme 
Chacon said on 22 February. 

Chacon stated at a press conference: "We have not 
abandoned the •Contract" 

A request for iinformation (Rfl) for an initial 300 of 
the Vehiculo 81indado Sobre Ruedas (VBR, or Wheeled 

Armoured Vehicle) was issued in August 2009. First 
deliveries of the VBR were originally scheduled for 2012. 

The contract, estimated to be worth more than EUR1.3 
billion, was originally due to have been awarded in the 
spring of 2010, but was postponed for a year. 

Chacon said the Defence Ministry had just finished 
drawing up specifications for the new contract. 

David lng JDWCorrespondent, Madrid 
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In Brief 
Embraer rolls out firstiAF EMB-145 
Embraer rolled out the first of three 
Indian Air Force (IAF) EMB-1 45 
airborne early warning and control 
(AEW&C) platforms on 21 February, 
delivering it to Indian officials at its 
Sao Jose dos Campos facility in Brazil. 
It will now go through ground-and 
flight-testing at Gaviao Peixoto test 
facility. The platform will mate an 
Indian-developed mission system, 
including an active electronically 
scanned array (AESA) radar, to a 
modified EMB-1 45 airframe. An in
flight refueling system extends the 
platform's total mission time from 
over five hours to over nine hours at 
an altitude of 25,000 ft. According 
to Embraer, first fl ights for the three 
aircraft are slated for May, July and 
September of this year respectively. 

RAN faces criticism for lewd behaviour 
The Royal Australian Navy (RAN) 
has been severely criticised in an 
independent report that identi-
fies predatory sexual behaviour, 
entrenched tribal ism and a culture of 
silence and mutual protection among 
senior sai lors aboard the fleet oiler 
HMAS Success. In a report released 
on 22 February, retired judge Roger 
Gyles concluded that the behaviour of 
the 220-strong crew was out of con
trol and discipline had broken down 
while the ship was visiting Asian ports 
in early 2009. 

India UWAV tests are successful 
India's Defence Research and Devel
opment Organisation (DRDO) claims 
to have successfully tested a locally 
designed underwater autonomous 
vehicle (UWAV) to a depth of 50 m. 
OHicial sources said the UWAV 
was a non-tethered robotic vehicle 
equipped with inertial navigation 
systems and powered by silver oxide 
fuel cells controlled and piloted by 
on board computers. It was tested last 
December by the Naval Science and 
Technological Laboratory (NSTL) at 
the east coast port of Visakhapatnam 
and its evaluation was completed a 
month later The Indian Navy (IN), 
for whom the 4.7-m long UWAV is 
being developed, requires it to weigh 
no more than 1.5 tons, be launchable 
from small vessels and remain under
water for five to seven hours up to a 
depth of 400 m. 

Australia sharpens focus 
on Projects of Concern 
JULIAN KERR JDW Correspondent 
Canberra ............ ........ ........ ..... .. ..... .................................................... ........ ........ ....... ............... ....... ........ ................... 

Australia are to face • The Australian DoD intends D
efence companies in 

more rigorous gov
ernment oversight of 
troubled projects with 

the choice being either reme
diation or cancellation, a senior 
Department of Defence (DoD) 
official warned on 16 February. 

to crack down on projects 
presenting cost, scheduling or 
other challenges 

• Renewed focus on the project list 
will force enterprises towards 
completion or cancellation 

Warren King, deputy chief upgrade four Adelaide-class FFG 
executive officer of the Defence frigates , King said it had been made 
Materiel Organisation (DMO), told clear to him that, without a credible 
an industry conference in Canberra remediation programme, the frig
that the next few years wo1.1ld see an ates would be "turned into patrol 
even greater emphasis on the gov- ~<dli"· 
ernment's list of so-called Projects D. J!'fojects are put on the list as a 
of Concern. ~~suit of significant challenges with 

"If we together don ' t focu'-.rJ!/j scheduling, cost,capability delivery 
project that is on the list, iu cotij)'be or project management. In the three 
cancelled; it won't matter whether years since the list was established, 
you're a multinational supplier or two projects have been cancelled 
an SME [small to medium enter- and five have been successfully 
prise], that's what the net effect will remediated. The list comprises ll 
be," he said. projects: ColUns-class submarines; 

Referring to the much-delayed Wedgetail airborne early warn
but ultimately successful AUD1.5 ing and control aircraft; anti -ship 
billion (USD 1.4 billion) project to missile defence radar upgrades 

for ANZAC-class frigates; the 
'Yigilare' air surveillance and com
mand-and-control system; tactical 
unmanned aerial vehicles for land 
forces; 'Overlander' replacement 
field vehicles, trailers and modules 
for land forces; a lightweight tor
pedo replacement for ANZAC- and 
Adelaide-class frigates; mul ti-role 
tanker transport aircraft; an elec
tronic support measures upgrade for 
AP-3C Orion aircraft; and joint air
to-surface stand-off missiles. 

King said early warnings and 
indicators of problems would apply 
fro m initial to final approval of 
projects, not just whi le they were 
under contract. An early warning 
would trigger an internal DMO 
review, although it was to be broad
ened to industry. 

"We will then ask the capability 
manager: ' In view of the fact that 
this capability is late or not as com
petent as we thought it was going 
to be, do you still want it?'" King 
said. • 

II 

India to retire MiG-21 s, 
MiG-23s by 2017 

India will reti re its MiG-21 fleet by 2017, 
according to Defence Minister A K 
Antony. 
WinS.ttl:lJ\Aviation:Ol l8 152 

A Soviet MIG-23 similar to those to be 
taken out of service by the Indian Air 
Force by 2017. 
fHS Jane·s: 0574005 

The Indian Air Force (IAF) will 
phase out its Soviet-origin MiG-
21 and MiG-23 fighter aircraft 
variants by 2017, replacing them 
with advanced platforms such as 
the locally built Tejas Light Com
bat Aircraft (LCA), Su-30MKI 
fleet and the Medium Multi-Role 
Combat Aircraft (MMRCA). 

Defence Minister A K Antony 
told Parliament on 23 February 
that the IAF had a "clear-cut plan" 
to replace the aircraft over the next 
six years with modem fighters . He 
also gave assurances that the pro
curement of 126 MMRCAs is not 
"lagging behind" and that one of six 
competing fighter models will enter 

service before 2020. 
Antony also said that the IAF 

had lost 40 aircraft , mostly fighters, 
and 16 pilots in accidents between 
I February 2008 and 17 February 
20 I I , adding that 24 defence service 
personnel aboard and five civilians 
had also died in these accidents. 

The IAF suffered 12 accidents in 
2010 and one so far in 2011: a MiG 
21 that crashed 350 km southwest 
of Delhi on 4 February. 

To reduce the number of crashes, 
Antony said the lAF was imple
menting a variety of measures to 
generate a "safe flying culture". 

RahulBedi 
JDW Correspondent, New Delhi 
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North Korea building 
hovercraft base near 
maritime border 

JOSEPHS BERMUDEZ JR JDW Analyst 

.~!!!~~~~.~ ....... ................. ........ ....... ... ........ .... ........ ........ ............................ . 

North Korea is building a hov
ercraft base just north of the 
contested Northern Limit Line 
(NLL), according to South 
Korean and US intelligence and 
satellite imagery. 

• Satellite Images taken over 
North Korea show a new 
hovercraft base near the NLL 

• The new base would Improve 
North Korea 's amphibious aHack 
capabil ity against South Korea 

nyeong and Daecheong - where 
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Image of Sasulp'o Hovercraft Base taken on 2 February showing the main features of 
the base under construction: (A) hovercraft facilities, (B) support facilities, (C) central 
ramp, (D) future construction, (E) access road and (F) possible military housing. 
Digit.aiGioN-: l40l846 

The base is 1.5 km south of the 
town of Sasulp'o in South Hwang
hae Provi.nce, which hosts forward 
elements of the Korean People's 
Navy (KPN) West Sea Fleet sniper 
brigade. It is also on the Namdae
chun (Namdae stream), which flows 
into the West Sea (Yellow Sea) a 
short distance from the northernmost 
South Korean islands of Baeng-

South Korean corvette Chon An accommodate either Kongbang ll- would possess a single voyage lift 
(PCC-772) was sunk in March 2010. or Kongbang III-class hovercraft, capability of about l ,500 to 2,000 

A 2 Febmary 2011 DigitaiGiobe which are reportedly capable of troops . The base near Sasulp'o 
satellite image shows a complex transporting50troopsat50kt,or4D would be North Korea's most 
of about 800 m by 400 m under troops at 40 kt, respectively. Should southerly permanent hovercraft 
construction. The individual hov- ~ew base be equipped with 52 base to date and only 28 nautical 
ercraft bays are large enough to ~o1'1"gbang-class hovercraft , they miles from Baengnyeong island. 

)'l>-~ 

Denmark extends, 
modifies Afghan mission 

Images of North Korean tower ignite 
concerns about nuclear programme 
The publication of satellite images 
taken in early January 2011that show 
the construction of a second missile 
launch tower at the Tongchang·ri 
missile base on the western coast of 
North Korea have raised concerns that 
the country is accelerating its nuclear 
weapons programme. 

Speaking in London on 18 February, 
Moon Chung·in, professor of political 
science at Yonsei University and a mem· 
ber of official delegations to the North, 
said Pyongyang is unlikely to give up its 
nuclear programme in the current climate. 

Denmark's government and 
opposition parties have agreed 
on a two-year plan to continue 
the country's military presence in 
Afghanistan as part of the NATO
led International Security and 
Assistance Force. 

The ' Helmand Plan' envisions 
Denmark handing over control 
of forward operating bases to the 
Afghan National Army in mid-20ll 
and reducing its troop contribution 
from the current750 to 650 by 2012. 

The remaining contingent will 
have an "increased focus on train
ing and education" , the Danish 
government said in a statement. 
"The plan also entails a markedly 
strengthened police training effort 
as well as an increase in civilian 
and developmental contributions to 
Afghanistan," it added. 

Foreign Minister Lene Espersen 
said that recent improvements in 
securi ty in Helmand had al lowed 
a reduction in the number of Dan
ish troops . "The Danish Battle 

A Danish reconnaissance squadron 
patrols in Helmand Province. 
USAit f()(ct~ 1.39125l 

Group will continue unti I the fall of 
2012 , but the adjustments towards 
education and training will be inten
sified," Espersen said. 

Denmark has two infantry com
panies , a tank troop operating 
Leopard 2A5 DK main battle tanks 
and close protection and. artillery 
radar units deployed in Helmand 
Province. Under the new plans, the 
tank troop and at least one infantry 
company will be retained. 

James Hardy JDW Asia-Pacific 
EditoJ; London 

Admiral Robert Willard, head of US 
Pacific Command, told a conference in 
the US: "When you package that together 
with the provocative actions that we saw 
in 2010, and the complexities of succes· 
sion that are currently ongoing in North 
Korea, it should concern us all." 

The images, which were posted on 
GlobaiSecurity.org , show a facility that is 
more sophisticated than the Musudan·ri 
base, where long·range missiles were 
launched in 1998, 2006and 2009. 
Jane :s reported on construction at the 
Tongchang·ri site in mid-2009: satellite 
imagery suggested that Pyongyang had 
adapted the base to launch missiles simi· 
lar to the Taepodong-2 intercontinental 
ballistic missile (ICBM) that it fired from 
Musudan-ri on the country's northeast· 
ern coast on 5 April 2009. 

Moon noted three major factors that 
influenced North Korean thinking on its 
nuclear programme: the need for a deter· 
rent against US invasion; an inability to 
compete with South Korea's conventional 
military; and Kim Jong·il's need to pacify 
the North Korean military. 

"It is a deterrent to the tactical nuclear 
threat from the US," Moon said, adding 
that Pyongyang was concerned about 
"the widening gap in conventional 
defence capability with South Korea. 
There's no way for North Korea to com· 
pete with us in conventional weapons". 

The 'mil itary first' policy that Kim 
adopted in the 1990s initially bolstered 
his regime, but the result was a great 
dependence on the armed forces that 
he assuaged th rough the nuclear pro· 
gramme, Moon said. 

James Hardy JDW Asia-Pacific Editor, 
London 
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Energy, Environment, 

Defence and Security 2011 

E;·os·n 
Engaging the Aerospace, Defence and Security Sector in Energy, 

Environment and Counter-Climate Change Markets 

The defence market worldwide is worth a trill ion dollars annually. The energy and environmental market 

is worth at least eight times this amount. The former is set to contract in key areas as governments 

address the economic realities of the coming decade; the latter is set to expand exponentially, especially 

in the renewables arena. Far from being excluded from this opportunity, the aerospace, defence and 
security sector is gearing up to address what looks set to become its most significant adjacent market 

since the strong emergence of the civil/homeland security business almost a decade ago. 

One of the focal points of this unique event will be a panel session of chief technology officers 

from the aerospace, defence and security sector prime contractor community - the first time they 

have assembled at this level, and in these numbers, to d iscuss energy, environment and 

climate and how each relates to security and the future business plans of the industry. 

Join us at E2DS'11 to analyse and discuss: , (:) 

• The scale of the opportunity in energy and environmental mar0s 

and the value this represents to the aerospace and defen~ustry 

• How to engage the 'customer' - national governments ~d government 

departments, both in and outside the military 

• How aerospace, defence and security companies are already adapting 

their businesses to the new opportunities in energy and environment 

• The valuable contribution that the sector can make to our understanding 

of climate change - and how to mitigate its effects 

Our goal is to provide conference attendees with an inspired 

and inspirational agenda- a 'roadmap' for how to engage 

all sections of the private and public arenas - with the 

aerospace, defence and security sector at its hub. 

This will translate into insights that will help to shape 

your business plans in 2011 and beyond. 

Event Sponsors 

Raytheon ,,CKH••o •• ""'"* 
THALES 

Nick Cook, CEO, Dynamixx 

Event Supporters 

AWANCE 
EARTH 

OBSERVATIONS 

To register visit www.janes.com/events 

The Conference 

3-4 May 2011 , 

Washington DC, USA 

Organised by 
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MIDDLE EAST/ AFRICA 

S Africa increases defence budget 
HELM OED-ROMER HEITMAN .IDW Correspondent 
Pretoria Main allocations for the Medium Term Expenditure Framework 

(amounts in millions of ZAR and showing the mcrease from 2010·1 1) 

T
he South African gov
ernment has allocated 
ZAR34.01 billion 
(USD4.77 billion) to 
defence for 2011-12- an 

increase of 10.87 per cent over a 
year earlier, according to figures 
released on 23 February. 

The additional funds will be 
absorbed by a new salary structure, 
although the planned budget for the 
next two years should provide for 
re-equipment projects. 

However, army funds will be 
substantially limited by the need 
to repay the ZARl.8 billion taken 
from its capital account in late 2010 
to fund the salary increases. This 
has resulted in an allocation for 
new equipment that is lower than 
planned for a year ago, producing a 
major disruption in already-delayed 
equipment planning. 

Personnel costs make up less than 
half, at 48.5 per cent of the total 
budget, with a focus on improved 
conditions of service and expand
ing the military skills development 
system, which is to train I I ,400 
recruits annually. Other sectors 
earning a funding increase are lim
ited army modernisation and the 
cost of border security operations. 

ZAR5.97 billion is being allo-

cated to the Special Defence 
Account for equipment and upgrade 
projects during the year, rising to 
ZAR6.59 billion in 2013-14. The 
two main spenders will be the army 
with ZAR2.23 billion, rising to 
ZAR2.82 billion in 2013-1.4 and the 
air force with ZAR2.4 billion, rising 
to ZAR2.8 billion and then falling 
to ZAR2.29 bi ll ion in 2013-14 as 
the Gripen project is finalised. The 
navy is receiving ZAR252 .7 million 
this year, rising to ZAR428 .24 mil
lion in 2013-14, with initial funding 
for the planned offshore and inshore 
patrol vessels, new tugs and the 
replacement of various small boats. 

Defence intelligence has ZAR 
406.7 million in this account for the 

Administration 

Force employment 

landward defence 

Air defence 

Maritime defence 

Military health support 

Defence intelligence 

General support 

2011-12 

3 718.13 (+ 14.5%) 

2 241.55 (+ 17.43%) 

11763.54 (+ 17.84%) 

6 768.13 (+ 11.01%) 

2 500.52 (+ 14.71 %) 

3 044.14 (+9.89%) 

668.99 (+6%) 

3 899.96 (-0.92%) 

current year, ris ing to ZAR432.2 ~~t 34064.97(+18.87%) 
million in 2013-14 , with no real D. 

2012-13 2013-14 

4052.12 4 395.30 

2 435.06 2 692.24 

12 773.88 13 730.27 

7216.77 7007.09 

2 539.00 2 919.46 

3328.04 3519.68 

702.47 737.05 

4 322.90 4 701 .09 

37 371.24 39 702.17 

indication of what the funds !.li{'~round-Based Air-Defence System funds are for helicopter projects 
for. There have been rumOl'-~ Phase 2 for SHORAD systems), (ZAR206.7 million for the Roo
satellite projects, but noth i n~as artillery (ZAR 163.6 mi 11 ion, mainly ivalk attack he! icopter and the Oryx 
been confimned. for target acquisition systems) and upgrade), command and control 

Key spending areas for the army operational intelligence (ZAR82.6 (ZAR 135 million) and base protec
are support (ZAR 1.22 billion , million for finalising the tactical tion systems (ZAR96 million). 
mainly for rear echelon tn tcks but intelligence system project). Special operations will receive 
also for munitions, mobile cater- There will also be funding for a some ZAR550.8 million this year, 
ing systems and parachutes) , air new-generation infantry combat drawn from the force employ
defence (ZAR237 .9 million, mainly vehicle whenever that goes ahead. ment budget; regional security 
forr completing the Very Short- The air force's key capital focus operations will cost ZAR934.8 
Range Air Defence, YSHORAD) will stay on the Gripen and related million and border security tasks 
project and initial funding for systems (ZAR1.65 bi!Jion). Other ZAR341.7 miLlion. • 

Israel tests upgraded Arrow 2 system 
Israel 's upgraded Arrow 2 
anti-ballistic missile system suc
cessfully intercepted a target 
simulating an Iranian intermedi
ate-range ballistic missile (IRBM) 
during a test in the Pacific Ocean 
on 22 February. 

It was the second interception test 
for the improved Block 4 version 
of the Arrow 2 interceptor incorpo
rating new software. The success 
means that the interceptor will be 
installed on all Arrow systems in the 
Israel Air Force (IAF) arsenal. 

The test was held off the coast of 
California, with the Arrow launcher 
located in the sea range at Point 
Mugu. The target was launched 
from a nearby US Navy vessel and 

detected by an Israel Aerospace 
Industries (IAI) Green P.ine radar 
shortly after launch . It climbed 
above the atmosphere and then 
began falling in a trajectory similar 
to Iranian IRBMs. 

The information was relayed to 
the Arrow Weapon System (AWS), 
which launched an interceptor at 
the target. Equipped with an imag
ing infrared seeker, the interceptor 
acquired the target and destroyed it 
using its proximity warhead. 

Israeli defence officials said the 
successful test sent a message to 
Iran, which is developing longer
range ballistic missiles capable of 
reaching Israel. The test came just 
as two Iranian warships were enter-

ing the Suez Canal for the first time 
in 30 years en route to Syria. 

The head of the Israeli Defence 
Ministry's Homa Missile Defence 
Agency, Arieh Herzog, said that the 
test was held in the Pacific because 
the missile ranges that were tested 
were beyond safety limits allowed 
for missile tests in Israel . 

The test was conducted in con
junction with the US Missile 
Defense Agency. 

The 22 February test is expected 
to be the final test of the Arrow 
2 as IAI and Boeing continues to 
develop theArrow-3, called Reshef 
(Flash) by the IAF. 

IAI recently held a first flight test 
of the Arrow 3's engine and the first 

Following a successful test on 22 
February, the Block 4 version of IAI 's 
Arrow 2 Interceptor will now be rolled 
out to aiiiAF Arrow missile systems. 

flyout of the interceptor is sched
uled for laterthis year. 

YaakovKatz 
JDW Correspondent, Tel Aviv 
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BUSINESS 

Egypt/US trade to remain unchanged 
KERI WAGSTAFF-SMITH Jane :5 Industry Reporter 
London 

e No change to Egypt/US defence 
trade relations are expected in 
the wake of Mubarak's departure, 
US sources have indicated T

he United States defence
industrial base does 
not foresee any major 
changes in defence trade 
relations between Egypt 

and the US following the depar
ture of Egyptian President Hosni 
Mubarak,] a11e's has learnt. 

Comments from the UK Trade 
& Investment Defence & Security 
Organisation (UKTI DSO) appear 
to reflect this , with one spokesman 
saying there are "no indications" 
that US dominance in the Egyptian 
market is set to change and that , 
as such, the UK holds "negligible 
defence interests in Egypt". 

Following Mubarak's 11 Febru
ary resignation and the transfer of 
authority to the Supreme Council 
of the Armed Forces , political rela
tions between the US and Egypt are 
expected to remain largely unal
tered, a US industry executive and 
former US Department of State 
official told Jane's on 23 February. 

This means that Foreign Mili
tary Financing (FMF) supplied by 
the US to Egypt- with the proviso 
that the funds must be spent on 
US equipment - is set to continue 
through the US Foreign Military 
Sales (FMS) programme. 

Any cuts to the FMF programme 
with Egypt would probably be due 
to widespread spending cutbacks 
in the US (which could affect a 
number of foreign assistance pro
grammes) rather than a decline in 
political relations, said the source, 
who wished to remain anonymous. 

"We have to remember that the 
USD2.6 billion in FMS to Egypt 
[the figure reached in Fiscal Year 
2010- see chart] comes from US 
taxpayer money .... Some [Con
gress] members have been looking 
to cut aid for countries such as Israel, 
Egypt and Jordan. They haven't got 
very far with this, but foreign assist
ance programmes won't be immune 
to overall cutbacks, no matter how 
valuable foreign policy is." 

Among other factors, FMF 
for Egypt is contingent upon its 
adherence to the 1979 Egypt-Israel 
Peace Treaty brokered by the US. 
Since the accord, almost all military 

equipment to Egypt has been sup
plied through the FMS programme. 
"As contractors, we're used as 
instruments of US foreign policy," 
said the source. 

What is sold to Egypt "depends 
on how much FMF assistance is 

• However, Foreign Military 
Financing to Egypt and other 
countries may not be "immune" 
to US austerity measures 

put in the pot" , he said. Barring est recipient of FMF and receives 
any "Iranian-style developments" annual funds of about USD 1.3 bil
in Egypt, this aid will continue, he lion. This represents around 26 per 
added. "The current de facto leader- cent of Egypt's average defence 
shiphasmadetherightnoisesandis budget between 2008 and 2015-
honouring its obligations and there USD5 .15 billion, based on yearly 
are commonalities which bind us estimates by Jane 's Defence Budg
together. No one from the US gov- ets. Although the status of Egypt's 
ernment has come to us and said: FMF funding has been called into 
'Cancel those orders' . question in recent years- Congress 

"There's a lot of room for things withheld USD200 million worth 
to change and things will prob- of aid in 2007 over concerns about 
ably be different, but the US and ~c:Jift's human rights record - in 
Egypt are likely to sustain a healthy rl!llf2007 a USD13 billion, 10-year 
relationship." ~~'YJ.d package was agreed. 

Should Egypt fal l out off~ In November 2010 the Defense 
with the US and FMF ceas,l, it Security Co-operation Agency 
would not create a balance-sheet (DSCA) reported that US FMS 
crisis for prime US contractors, he to Egypt during Fiscal Year 20 LO 
added. "Egypt is a very mature mar- (FY 10) reached USD2.6 billion. 
ket - and while no one wants to do In contrast, between 2005 and 
less business- the bottom line at the 2009 export orders from the UK 
Lockheeds, Boeings and Raytheons to Egypt total led just GBP27 mil
would not be in crisis if [Egypt] lion, while in 2010 export licences 
went away today." granted to Egypt by the UK totalled 

After Israel, Egypt is the larg- GBPI6 million, Jane's has learnt. 

US Foreign Military Rnanclng - recipients by year (USD bn) 
Source: US Department of State 
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The US accounted for 79 per cent 
of Egypt's foreign materiel acquisi
tions (by value) between 2000 and 
2009. Russia accounted for 5 per 
cent of trade and China just over 
four per cent (see chart below). 

A spokesman for the UK Trade 
& Investment Defence & Security 
Organisation told Jane's: "The UK 
position is that we have had negli
gible defence interestS in Egypt for 
many years." 

He added that "there are no 
indications of opportunities 
opening up" in Egypt, although, 
should opportunities arise, "we 
would look to meet Egyptian 
requirements, subject to our export 
control regime". 

On 21 February UK Prime 
Minister David Cameron led a 
delegation from several industrial 
sectors, including defence, to Cairo 
as part of a tour of the Middle East 
to promote UK business. 

Defence companies on the 
four-day tour included Babcock 
International , BAE Systems, 
Cobham , Thales UK and Ultra 
Electronics , UKTT told Jane's. 
Other companies on the delegation 
list were BP, Shell , Serco, Moth
ercare, KPMG , Vodafone and 
Standard Chartered, as well as 
Imperial College and the Specialist 
Schools and Academies Trust. • 

Egypt suppliers of military materiel 
by total expenditure 2000-2008 

. AuMia ~~~ 

Ius China 

Source: SIPRI 
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UAE partnerships flourish 
in wake of offset reforms 

repackaged under the new protocols. 
The group signed up in December
six months after the initial reforms 
- although around 40 smaller suppli
ers had already signed by that stage. 

Other major contractors followed 
Raytheon over subsequent weeks. 
The UAE OPB said on lO Febru
ary that as of that date around 70 
per cent of the UAE's suppliers had 
agreed to transfer commitments to 
the new framework. These included 
Boeing, EADS, Fincantieri , Lock
heed Martin, MBDA, Raytheon 
and Rheinmetall. Raytheon has 
argued that the initial furore around 
the UAE's recently revised offset 
reforms resulted from a misunder
standing between the Emirates and 
the global defence industry. Some 
of the initial reforms appear to 
have been watered down following 
discussions with major suppliers, 
notably those from the US . 

KERI WAGSTAFF -SMITH Janes Indus II) ' Reporrer and GUY ANDERSON Janes Defence ltulus/1)' Ediror 
london .............................. ............... ............... ............. .. ...... ........ ............................................ ............... ............. .. .. 

A 
series of partner
ships were established 
between foreign con
tractors and United 
Arab Emirates (UAE) 

firms during the IDEX 2011 
defence exhibition in Abu Dhabi 
(20-24 February). 

It is the latest ind ication that 
the stand-off between UAE 
authorities and international finns 
regarding 2010's offset reforms has 
been largely resolved. 

Companies including Finland's 
Patria, Germany's Diehl Group 
and Lockheed Martin and General 
Atomics of the US entered into 
partnerships with a view to greater 
penetration of the UAE (see table): 
a market in which Jane's expects to 
grow by 30 per cent over the coming 
five years (see chart). Such partner
ships are a virtual prerequisite under 
the UAE's offset programme. 

The learnings came after the 
Offset Programme Bureau (OPB) of 
the UAE revealed early in February 
that it has approved 10 programmes 
so far for2011 . This compares with a 
total of just 35 programmes between 
the creation of the offset programme 
in 1992 and 2008. As of the start of 
20 ll , a total of 50 programmes had 
been approved. 

Controversy 
In June 2010 the UAE announced 
its new offset policy guidelines to 
industry and officials, provoking 
alarm among elements of interna
tional industry and intense lobbying 
efforts. Those active in the Gulf state 
warned at the time that the reforms 
appeared almost "specifically 
designed to punish foreign defence 
contractors" . According to industry 
representatives and offset advisers 
who spoke to Jane's at the time, pen
al ty formulas, the introduction of 
one-year credit milestones, multi 
pliers and foreign investment rules 
raised the greatest objections. 

Speaking to Jane's on 16 
February, Kevin Massengill, vice
president of Raytheon's Middle East 

3.5 

3.0 

2.5 

UAE procurement spending - (USD bn) 
Source: Jane's Defence Budgets 
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and North Africa division, said t!.!.<' ~e trying to work out the company's 
the rules initially appeared .. ~.,.. risk," Massengill said. 
handed" and that they had unia:n- He added: ''There was a total 
tionally obscured the purpose of lack of understanding, however. 
the revisions: to encourage project The UAE wasn't trying to be puni
developments and key ini tiatives tive and the US wasn't trying to 
such as technology transfer. push the UAE around, but both 

Among the reforms, i.ndustry was parties had entered into this adver
concerned in particular with issues sarial mindset." 
about the default account. "Even if 

you paid liquidated damages £for 'Broken ranks' 
failing to deliver on agreed offset 
requirements], 50 per cent of your Raytheon declared itself the first 
[offset] obligations still remained of the US majors to subscribe to 
[rolled over to a defaul t account]. the new regime, which called for 
This looked pretty scary to the peo- existing offset obligations to be 

Massengill said that Raytheon's 
agreement came after it had "broken 
ranks" to negotiate a way forward. 

"There were 12 things in the mles 
we really cared about and in the 
space of 12 hours the [UAE] had 
adopted at least four major changes, 
including the handling of default 
accounts and lots of other strucn1ral 
things," he told Jane 's. 

Under the new framework the 
UAE aims to focus on ventures 
that are sustainable and profitable 
and that support the 'Abu Dhabi 
Economic Vision 2030' , the over
riding aim of which is to achieve 
the effective "transformation" of 
the country's economic base and to 
"bring about global integration", 
according to the UAE's Department 
of Economic Development. • 

Principal teamings between UAE firms and foreign contractors at IDEX 2011 

Foreign participant Indigenous participant 

Diehl Group (Germany) AI Jaber Group 

Paramount Group (South Africa) Griffon Aerospace Middle East 

Paramount Group (South Africa) International Golden Group 

General Atomics (US) International Golden Group 

Patria (finland) AI Tail Technical Services 

Lockheed Martin (US) Knowledge Poin t 

Partnership/aim 

Joint venture (JV). Modernisation of UAE 
military land systems 

JV.Integration of GAME surveillance systems on 
Paramount vehicles 

JV. Production and marketing of mine-protected 
vehicles 

Memorandum of understanding (MoU). Partner
ship to offer Predator XP UAS to UAE 

MoU. Provision of technical support services. 
Patria has supplied its Armoured Modular Vehicle 
to the UAE 

Provision of military, security and civilian training 
services. Status of partnership not disclosed 
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ANALYSIS 

Is Russia on the 
wrong side of the net? 

W
estern policy makers are waking 
up to the cyber threat following 
the 2007 and 2008 attacks on 
Estonia and Georgia, the release 
of the Stuxnet worm which 

targeted supervisory control and data acqui
sition systems at an Iranian nuclear power 
plant, and the leaked documents published by 
WikiLeaks in late 2010. 

Cyber security was also a key theme at the 
Munich Security Conference in Febmary. The 
best publicised idea to emerge from the confer
ence - which involves creating a cyber Geneva 
Convention-will be tmdermined by cyber crim
inals and countries such as Russia that use and 
protect them. 

'T his [convention] is an excellent idea to con
sider mles of engagement in cyberspace," said 
David Probert, executive director of Yaza Inter
national , a strategic business consultancy. "Cyber 
threats are transnational, requiring international 
partnership and organisational responses." 

However, implementing such a set of rules 
may be easier said than done, as the cyber 
domain is very different from land , sea, air 
and outer space. "Creating codes of conduct or 
treaties for the cyber domain needs to be done 
by starting from a blank slate," said Iftach Ian 
A mit, vice president of Security Art, a Tel-Aviv 
based company. 

The biggest obstacle to creating a set of rules 
surrounding behaviour in cyberspace is what 
experts call 'the attribution problem'. 

"Due to the anonymity of the internet," 
said Roland Heickero of the Swedish Defence 
Research Agency, "it is possible to hide both 
actors and intentions in the cyber mist .... The 
problem is how to regulate bad behaviours." 

Lauri Almann, the Estonian Permanent Under 
Secretary of Defence during the 2007 cyber 
attacks , believes "we should be talking about 
the level of co-operation between countries ... 
failure of one country to co-operate in response 
to a cyber attack should already be legally a suf
ficient basis for attribution." 

Currently, the gold standard is the 200 I 
European Convention on Cyber Crime, accord
ing to Almann. This commits signatories to 
investigate and to co-operate with foreign 
law enforcement officials dealing with cyber 
crimes. However, Russia has refused to sign. 
'This is because the Kremlin 's information war
fare actions require plausible deniability, and 
Russian and CIS hackers and the cyber crime 
population can provide that ," explained Jeffrey 
Carr, CEO ofTaia Global and author of Inside 
Cyber Wwfare: Mapping the Cyber Under
world. "Cross-border law enforcement would 

As Western governments 
attempt to deal with the 
cyber threat, Russia's role 
in the cyber war is being 
questioned. Khatuna 
Mshvidobadze reports 
potentially min Russia's very effective tactics ." 

After the fall of the Soviet Union , many 
young Russian scientists and mathematicians 
moved into the commercial world and estab
lished global ventures such as Kaspersky labs, 
an anti-virus manufacturer, said Probert. 

However, there is also~ Gik side to the com
mercial cyber world. " ;;.ra used to be much 
more proactive in cr g down on the crime 
rings that ran th~ r aspect of the criminal 
business," said A.IJ•t. "But Moscow preferred 
the economic advantage of having such cyber 
crime groups operate more freely." 

Today, Russia is known for its hacker schools. 
In a country where any publication unacceptable 
to 3the government is harassed or shuttered, 
Xaker: Computer Hooligan magazine thrives. 
Cyber crime i.s even semi-ol~"icially encouraged. 
"As long as t:hey do not commit crimes against 
Russia, they are permitted to continue operat
ing ," said Carr. 

"As far as the connection between cyber 
crime, warfare and espionage goes, they use 
many of the same tools and attacks are launched 
from the same platforms. In the case of Russia, 
cyber criminals provide the platform infrastruc
ture," he continued. 

For example, the criminal Russian Business 
Network (RBN) "offers a complete infrastruc
ture to achieve malicious activities. It is a cyber 
criminal service provider", said Ramaz Kvat
adze, who heads the Georgian Research and 

'Russia used to 
be much more 
proactive on 
cracking down on 
the crime rings' 

Educational Networking Association . Many 
cyber experts believe that RBN worked with 
the Russian government to launch the cyber 
offences against Estonia and Georgia. 

"The synchronisation between the air and 
!,>rotmd domains and the cyber domains at 
the time of actual con.flict allows us to safely 
state that this was a highly strategic effort, 
co-ordinated to the minute, that has been well 
practised," Arnit concluded. 

"What is harder," said Raul Rikk, head of the 
Cyber Security Department at Trustcorp , "is 
to show exactly the persons and organisations 
behind the attack. We need police co-operation 
for that but, at least in the Estonian case, the 
Russians refused." 

Some US officials also believe that RBN pen
etrated US defence and treasury departments' 
computers in 2003. 

However, when the Russian state wants to 
monitor cyberspace, it is very computer-savvy. 
Every packet of internet traffic in Russia is 
copied by a system called SORM-2 (System 
of Operation Research Measures) and sent to 
the Russian Federal Security Service (FSB). 
Internet service providers are even required to 
train FSB officers to use the equipment. to spy 
on their clients. 

A large amount of Georgia's internet traffic 
passes through Russia. Moreover, said Amit, 
"it's imperative to remember that most Geor
gian internet infTastructure and connecti vity 
was built and controlled by Russian companies. 
Therefore, the abili ty to impact the Georgian 
internet was taken for granted when the [2008] 
conflict ensued." 

Information from strategic documents, offi
cial statements and pronouncements of criminals 
with Kremlin ties allows a picture of Russia's 
cyber doctrine (apparently part of its information 
warfare doctrine) to be formed. This includes 
monitoring people's activity on the internet, 
protecting the people from ' harmful' foreign 
information, spreading Russian propaganda, 
defending Russia's information assets, partaking 
in espionage and attacking enemy information 
systems and cri tical infrastructure. 

The upshot is that while a major country like 
Russia engages in these activities and employs 
cyber criminals to carry them out , and so long 
as attribution remains a major problem - which 
it will , no treaty regulating cyber conduct will 
be effective. 

" In this regard, the most efficient way is a 
partnership network and development of collec
tive security mechanisms," said Georgian Data 
Exchange Agency Director lrakli Gvenatadze. 

Governments must stand as 24-hour security 
guards, but they must also forge links with like
minded countries, elaborate international law 
enforcement agreements and create unprece
dented government-industry partnerships. "You 
cannot ensure security. You can only manage 
risk," concluded Carr. 

Khatuna Mshvidobadze is a 
JDW Correspondent, based in Tbilisi 
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OPINION 

C
oalitions, it is said, tend to move 
along at the pace of their most 
grudging members. If so, the 
West's most important military 
alliance could soon find itself at 

a standstill. 
To understand why, one need look no fur

ther than the survey of foreign policy attitudes 
among around I ,500 Turks carried out by the 
Ankara-based MetroPOLL Strategic and Social 
Research Center in December2010. 

The results of the poll were as striking as they 
were under-reported. Forty-three per cent of 
respondents identified the United States, a fel 
low member of NATO, as "the biggest threat" to 
their country. 

Israel , until recently one of Turkey's key 
military partners, came in second, at 24 per cent. 
Meanwhile , traditional adversaries rated barely 
a mention. Only three per cent of those polled 
viewed the Islamic Republic of Iran as a threat 
to their country despite Tehran's recent foreign 
adventurism and its persistent nuclear ambitions. 
Even fewer, just I .7 per cent, termed Russia, 
Turkey's historic geopolitical rival in Eurasia, to 
be a hostile power. 

These findings underscore the depths of the 
strategic reorientation that has taken place in 
Ankara since the Justice and Development Party 
(AKP) took power more than eight years ago. 
Ever since November 2002, when the Islamist
leaning AKP won a landslide electoral victory 
over Bulent Ecevit's sclerotic secular-nationalist 
coalition, the steady erosion of Turkey's historic 
pro-Western outlook has sent the country's ties 
with its traditional allies into a tailspin. 

Thus relations between Washington and 
Ankara, once rock solid, are now on the skids. 
Turkey opposed the US invasion of Saddam's 
lraq in 2003, and a number of high-profile 
diplomatic skirmishes since, including the 
infamous capture of Turkjsh soldiers operating 
in Northern Iraq by US troops in 2003, have 
convinced most 1\1rks that, when it comes to 
Middle East policy, Washington and Ankara 
these days are on opposing sides . (So has the 
increasingly sympathetic attitude taken by the 
US Congress over the past two years toward the 
"Armenian genocide" issue, an historic ' third 
rail' in US-Turkish relations.) 

The resulting diplomatic downturn has been 
dramatic; the US's favourability rating among 
the Turkish population stands at just 17 per cent, 
only slightly higher than in historic bastions of 
anti-Americanism like the Palestinian Territories 
and Pakistan . 

The Turkish-Israeli relationship has fared 
even worse. The strategic entente that developed 
between the two countries in the late 1990s in 
response to shared regional threats is a thing of 
the past , due in no small measure to Ankara's 
growing co-operation with Israel's regional 
enemies and its increasingly intrusive role in the 
Israeli-Palestinian conllict. 

The final nail in the partnership's coffrn came 
in late 20 I 0 when, following a spate of cancelled 
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Turkey looks east as 
traditional unions fade 

The West's tardiness in accepting 
Turkey into the EU is beginning to take 
its toll as the country looks to the east 
for strategic partnerships. llan Berman 
looks at the trend that may leave 
Turkey as NATO's weakest link 

co-operative military manoeuvres and a rash of 
vitriolic rhetoric, Turkey's influential National 
Securi ty Council formally added Israel to the 
list of countries deemed to pose a "major threat" 
to Turkey. 

Even Europe, to whic~ ~key once yearned 
to belong, is increi!sin .?ten as hosti le. Just 
six years ago, the Pe bal Attitudes Project 
found that a he~ ajority of 1\1rkish citi-
zens (58 per cen~still held favourable views 
of the European Union and wanted to belong to 
it. However, EU-erected roadblocks to formal 
membership for Turkey have taken their toll, 
and less than one-third of Turks (just 28 per cent) 
now view the Old Continent approvingly. 

In lieu of these historical bonds , Ankara has 
increasingly looked east. 

It has deepened its economic and political 
relations with Iran , throwing its weight behind 
Tehran's nuclear drive and dramatically broad
ening bilateral trade (current plans call for a 

Turkey has long 
served as an 
indispensable 
partner for the 
alliance, as 
well as its 
geopolitical bridge 
to the troubled 
Middle East 

trebling of today's trade volume of USDIO bil
lion by the middle ofthis decade).lt has likewise 
normalised relations with regional nemesis 
Syria, with whom it nearly went to war Jess than 
15 years ago, even going so far as to launch 
extensive joint military drills with Damascus in 
April of2010. 

Meanwhile, Turkey has steadily drifted into 
Moscow's geopolitical orbit, becoming a major 
consumer of Russian hydrocarbons - as well 
as a key partner in Russia's coveted Black Sea 
natural gas pipeline, known as South Stream, 
with which the Kremlin hopes to neuter the pro
Western Nabucco route favoured by both the US 
and Europe. 

All of which serves to underscore the depths 
of NATO's dilemma. With its unique status as 
what some have termed a "Western Muslim" 
country, 1\1rkey has long served as an indis
pensable partner for the alliance, as well as its 
geopolitical bridge to the troubled Middle East. 
However, the growing eastward ti lt now visible 
in Ankara threatens to undermine th is role and to 
transform the nation from one of NATO's most 
dependable players into its weakest link. 

The recent tussle over continental missile 
defence provided a telling indicator of disagree
ments to come. During the latter part of 2010, 
NATO's push for an alliance-wide architecture 
to counter ballistic missile threats from abroad 
was effectively held hostage by Ankara, which 
refused to sign up to the system if its new partner, 
Iran , was formally listed as a threat. In the end, 
NATO leaders blinked, scrubbing references 
to Iran as an adversary from the project for the 
sake of coalition solidarity. 

Given the changes taking place in Ankara's 
geopolitical reorientation, such incidents could 
well end up becoming the norm, rather than 
the exception . If they do, NATO is likely to 
find itself increasingly consumed by internal 
brridlock over its global role. 

Dan Berman is vice preside111 of the Ameri
call Foreign Policy Council in Washington, DC. 
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' ' I 
have a serious warning: we are 
now at the heart of the debate 
in dealing with the effects of the 
financial crisis on our security," 
NATO Secretary General Anders 

Fogh Rasmussen said on 7 February. "It is 
vital that the transatlantic community pulls 
together and that Europe pulls its weight to 
ensure that the economic crisis does not turn 
into a security crisis." 

Such dire predictions about the state of 
European defence spending are nothing new; 
governments have grown accustomed to them 
since at least the end of the Cold War. However, 
there was a stringent tone in Rasmussen's speech 
that could give pause for thought a focus not 
just on the size of the cuts, but on the manner in 
which they are being undertaken. 

"I understand that defence cuts have to take 
place," he said. "But it is essential that these are 
executed wisely and in a coherent manner so that 
the cuts in one country do not affect the security 
of the alliance as a whole." 

Rasmussen illustrated his speech with two 
startling facts. Firstly, the proportion of NATO 
spending derived from the United States has 
grown from 50 per cent a decade ago to 75 per 
cent today; and secondly, the USD45 billion of 
cuts by European NATO members in the last 
two years are roughly equivalent to Germany's 
annual military spending. 

These reductions do not just have implica
tions for the countries, they are also affecting the 
ways in which the major defence organisations 
go about their business. As their institutional 
budgets fall, NATO and the European Defence 
Agency (EDA) are striving to show that their 
multilateral approaches can help their member 
states in straitened times. 

"My job is not to comment on the national 
decisions that member states take on their 
defence budgets. It's not how much is spent: my 
job is to contribute to how best it can be spent," 
said Claude-France Arnould, the chief executive 
of the EDA, who spoke to lane's in Brussels on 7 
February. "We must look at how we can support 
them to achieve better value for their money, to 
be able to do more and be able to meet the chal
lenges they face." 

The EDA is a relatively small organisation , 
with around 120 personnel based at its Brussels 
headquarters. lt is funded through two sources: 
the common budget - which covers statl', build
ings and studies - and d1e budget for programmes/ 
projects. The common budget for this year stands 
at EUR30.5 million (USD41.4 million), about the 
same level as 2010. The combined figure for the 
far larger budgets for projects which are funded 
at the discretion of groups of member states, has 
seen a significant decrease, falling from EUR227 
million in 2008 to EUR 172 million in 2009 and 
EUR 123 million in 2010. 

"The budget cuts are a reality and will 
undoubtedly impact on reduced spending levels 
for R&T [research and technology) and procure
ment. It means we must be even more selective 
than in the past: we have to prioritise priori
ties ," said Dick Zandee, the head of the EDA's 
Policy and Planning Unit. " It means some of 
the projects wiU simply be delayed by a number 
of years: it depends on the project. Some will 

French President Nicolas Sartcozy and UK 
Prime Minister David Cameron signed defence 

industrial and operational agreements in 
November2010. 

PAPhotos.; 1401569 

Since the beginning of the economic crisis, 
European defence spending has declined. In 
this new financial climate, the EDA and NATO 
are seeking to show their members how wider 
collaboration can help make savings. 
Gerrard Cowan reports 

continue because they are considered very high 
priority, others will be deferred for one or two 
years, and some of them wi II even be cancelled." 

There are about 50 projects of varying sizes. 
A shifting array of countries take part in each, 
from two or three countries in the smallest pro
grammes to a nything up to 30 countries in the 
larger programmes. The EDA functions as a 
framework against which governments can 

choose projects which suit them. "The member 
states have to fully exploit the potential of the 
agency," Zandee said. " It 's a tool in their hands, 
offering great opportunities to work together 
with other European countries. They can partici
pate in projects that fit in their own capabilities. 
Countries like Austria, Hungary, the Czech 
Republic and Slovakia, for example, will have 
very little interest in maritime projects, but we 
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have 13 maritime states in Europe who are very 
interested in such things as mine countermeas
ures projects. 

"Again, a project we have on space only 
attracts the bigger member states, because they're 
the only ones who have such capabilities." 

Research & development 
While the amount of money invested into the 
programmes has fallen slightly, the actual 
number of projects is increasing, suggesting 
that the appetite for collaboration has not dimin
ished in the current financial environment. This 
is perhaps because they are mainly at the com
paratively inexpensive research level in areas 
such as satellite communications, earth obser
vation and space situational awareness. There 
are particularly promising synergies in dual-use 
technologies, said Zandee, drawing attention to 
several joint investment programmes in areas 
including protection against chemical, bio
logical, radiological and nuclear threats, or in 
unmanned aircraft systems. 

These are not subjects that require much 
finance at an EDA level, yet they could advance 
rapidly in the coming years given the right level 
of pan-European co-operation. 

"The EDA will synchronise these defence 
efforts with those of the European Commission 
and the European Space Agency for c ivi lian 
customers in order to spend scarce resources 
at the optimum level," Zandee said . "Acmally, 
the detence budget cuts should lead to increas
ing multinational investment. You can get better 
value for money if it is done the right way. A lot 
of the projects were not done the right way in 
the past and cost more money in the end. But the 
proof is in the pudding and we' ll only be able see 
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a couple of years from now if the [programme 
budget) figures continue to go down or go back 
up again." 

Saving money through coLlaborative efforts 
is not confined to developing new technologies. 
The EDA believes it can carry out work in a 
range of other areas that could benefit from inter
national co-operation as countries scale back 
their capital defence spending: fields such as 
training, logistics, maintenance and certification. 

A milestone for the agency is its Helicopter 
Training Programme, which has trained over 
60 helicopter crews now flying in Afghanistan. 
It has planned two further Live training exercises 
for 20 I I in Italy and Sweden and also oversees a 
range of theoretical courses. 

"The lack of transport helicopters in every 
deployment h.as nothing to do with a lack of heli
copters. We have enough of them, basically, but 
sometimes the crews are not trained to fly in high 
or in dusty environments," Zandee explained. 
"We bring together those who have the experi
ence with those who don't have the experience, 
and it costs little money." 

S imilarly, A mould ~qh attention to the 
European Air Trans~o FI~t, which aims to 
pool national air tra .t assets , services and 
training across t,~ ember nations for their 
fleets of Airbus ~iTitary A400Ms, Lockheed 
Martin C-130s and other airlift platforms. As 
theA400M enters service across the continent in 
the coming years, this programme could poten
tiaLly generate serious savings. "There is already 
something being done in this area, something 
being done with the support of the agency," the 
chief executive said. 

Savings can be achieved by boosting compe
tition among suppliers across Europe. This has 
been an ambition of the ED A's since its found
ing and in 2006 it launched its cross-border 
procurement portal to encourage the reduc
tion of protectionist barriers in the European 
defence market. The success of such ambitions 
depends on the willingness of EU states to use 
the tools. The procurement portal led to just one 
cross-border deal in its first year of operation. 

However, over a five-year period the number 

of cross-border awarded contracts under com
pletion constimtes about one third of the total. 
Zandee is certain that the prospect of saving 
money means that such tools can have traction as 
the economic crisis continues to bite . 

"A good example is our thi rd-party logis
tics portal platform, wh.ich basically brings the 
buyers of logistics together with commercial 
suppliers. Its development has cost EUR200,000 
and at the moment we have about 110 suppliers 
registered for food supply, fuel , transport, any
thing that 's in the logistical area. This is still in 
the pilot phase, but has already saved two or 
three million euros. Austria, for example, needed 
a catering contract for its contribution to a UN 
operation in AfTica," he said. ' 'They saved half 
a million, rather than endlessly working with 
the same supplier who's always driving up their 
price because they always feel you ' re totally 
dependent on them." 

Harmonising savings 
Zandee also said that the EDA is working on 
harmonising military requirements for airworthi
ness and certification. These are carried out on a 
national basis and represent about 20 per cent of 
the procurement cost of every aviation platform. 

"I'm not saying you could save 20 per cent, 
but probably it could go down tremendously. If 
you take the (NH!ndustries) NH90 helicopter, 
there are about 600 ordered by several European 
countries at a cost of about EUR20 billion. That 
means that EUR4 billion is going to airworthi
ness certi fication. If you could do that together 
you could probably save billions." 

Such savings would be impressive, but as yet 
exist only on paper. The EU, and by extension 
the EDA, has long had difficulties establishing 
the exact scope and nature of its activities in the 
military sphere, an area jealously guarded by 
national politicians and dominated by NATO on 
the multilateral European stage. Indeed, the very 
need for the EDA to exist has been called into 
question in some quarters. The UK Conserva
tive Party called for a reappraisal of London's 
membership prior to the 2010 General Election, 

Eleven European 
countries are acquiring 
600 NHindustries 
NH90 troop transport 
helicopters at a cost of 
EUR20 bill ion. 
lHSJane"s!Patrid;.Atlcn: 1367743 
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al though it has made no significant moves on 
this since it entered into a coalition government 
with the Liberal Democrats. 

Against such a backdrop, Amould argues that 
the EDA must better communicate how it can be 
useful to the member states. She draws attention 
to its relatively small size and cost - at less than 
EUR200 million annually (when considering 
project funding sources) , it soaks up a fraction 
of what European countries spend on many 
programmes, let alone their overall budgets. 
Arnould emphasised the positive position of the 
EDA in the heart of the Brussels political world, 
where it has strong contacts with powerful bod
ies such as the European Commission. 

"We need to help the member states under
stand what they have in their hands, to make 
what the agency does and what it can develop 
understood by the member states. The member 
states want sometlling efficient, an instrument 
to bring more value for money; l really think 
the agency is one of the main assets to do so and 
is a tremendous asset .in the present financial 
si tuation. We must do the maximum to help the 
member states understand that they can use it , 
not for the sake of ideology but for the sake of 
their interests," she said. 

Organisational challenges 
The challenges faced by NATO in the new 
budgetary reality are in some ways the opposite 
of those experienced by the EDA. Its budget 
dwarfs that of its European cousin , which is not 
surprising given its history and size and the fact 
it is bankrolled by the US. Of course, the EDA 
cannot be looked upon as an EU equivalent to 
NATO. To put the differences between the two 
into context, the EUR 123 million that the EDA 
member states put into its projects in 2010 is 
less than what NATO is investing in expand-

The Airbus Military 
A400M tactical 
transport aircraft 
will form part of the 
Euro pean Air Transport 
Fleet, which endeavours 
to pool national air 
transport assets, 
services and training, 
generating substantial 
savings. 
l}fSJ:Ine'$IP:.l ri.::k:AIIcn: )4 19'.).16 

ing its Active Layered Theatre Ballistic Missile 
Defence (ALT BMD) system. 

However, the very size of the organisation 
means that it is vulnerable to reductions in per
sonnel and infrastructure in a way that the EDA 
is not. This was one of the key objectives laid out 
at the Lisbon Summit in November 2010, where 
it was decided to reduce military personnel in 
NATO headql!larters by one-third, from 13 ,000 to 
8,950, and to cut the number of the headquarters 
themselves down from ll to seven . It was also 
agreed to reduce the number of agencies run by 
the alliance from 14 to three. 

Speaking to Jane's at the organisation's head
quarters on 7 February, a NATO official said 
that while it was too early to predict how much 
money these reductions would save, certain 
assumptions could be made. "1 think at this stage 
we're not yet at a position where we can give 
precise figures- that remains to be seen. How
ever, it'll be interesting to see what it will look 
like over a five-year period, in terms of what 
the overall costs will be that are associated with 
command strl!lctures and agencies ... it wouldn't 
surprise me iif the [administration cost savings] 
turned out to be five per cent." 

NATO sees the greatest potential for savings in 
maintenance costs and i~IC!ierability on major 
programmes such as s e(ic lift, the official 
said . However, he ca d that the majority of 
savings are goin0 eat a national level: just 
five per cent of 0 member states' funding 
goes directly into the organisation. This means 
that European armed forces face a major period 
of transformation. 

"They are expensive to operate and by and 
large they don't deliver the capabilities that 
would be necessary to meet the kind of chal
lenges that have been identi fied," he said. 

The official insisted that the benefits would 
be felt by the national taxpayer and compared 

the current process to burning excess fat in 
the gym. 

"When you look at some of the national 
defence expenditure reductions [that could be 
made], in some cases it's pretty dramatic ... it's 
not piecemeal , it's an integrated approach to 
transformation to try to signal to NATO mem
bers that their taxpayers' hard-earned money is 
going to be spent in an ef'tective and wise way. 
NATO is trying to build up muscle by encourag
ing nations to think about ways of bodybuilding 
to improve their capabilities while at the same 
time shedding some unnecessary flesh." 

NATO is seeking to generate efficiencies 
through multilateral collaboration on costs, par
ticularly regarding operations, he said. 

"It's not just about current NATO opera
tions in Afghanistan or off the coast of Somalia 
or in Kosovo; it 's got to also be thinking ahead 
about meeting NATO's security commitments 
in a world where we see more and more nations 
that want to have some kind of relationship wi th 
NATO. This is one of the extraordinary elements 
of NATO's partnership structures , which of 
course will also be subject to cost review because 
we are forging important relationships with 
many nations." 

However, it appears that governments still 
look to national solutions in their efforts to 
generate efficiencies. The UK/France defence 
co-operation agreement, which was signed in 
November 2010 , caused disappointment in 
some quarters, as it was perceived to undermine 
broader EU or NATO efforts at multilateral ism. 

"Europe is at a crossroads of individualism 
versus a collectivist approach [to defence capa
bility development]," Peter Wagner, head of the 
unit for defence policy at the European Commis
sion's Directorate-General for Enterprise and 
Industry, said on 26 November. "I do not see a 
real political will [among the 27 EU countries] to 
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Defence exrenditure breakdown in volume 
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GDP: total government/defence expenditure 
of money of EDA member states 
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go for a European instinnional approach." 
The UK/France arrangement is seen by many 

as the first in a wave of similar deals and it has 
been reported that an arrangement between 
London and Berlin is in the offing. However, 
far from being disappointed by such develop
ments, Arnould said the EDA welcomed them 
as a sign that 'top-down collaboration' was 
growing in popularity; in other words, that co
operation is now supported at the highest levels 
of government. 

" I think that the fact that these two member 
states have obtained this level of trust, this level 
of pragmatism, is the best incentive for all the 
others to do the same. In fact , it's not the only 
example: there are others, particularly Nordic 
co-operation and collaboration between Belgium 
and the Netherlands,"she said. 

Collaboration 
"One of the characteristics of the UK/French 
treaty is that it has been very much prepared and 
decided at the highest level. I think it will trigger 
more agreements, and not be exclusive. I think 
that's for the best. The more co-operation of that 
kind we have, the better." 

The details of the UK/France arrangement will 
see the two countries work together in nuclear 
testing, cyber-security, and aircraft carrier avail
ability. Zandee points out that the EDA is not 
focused on these subjects, although there are 
areas of unavoidable overlap. 

"There are only perhaps three in the list which 
are in the areas where we are also active: UAVs 
[unmanned aerial vehicles]; maintenance and 
training for the A400M; and in mine counter
measures, where our programme is actually 
being led by France. So in those areas we have 
to sort out what they want to do on a bilateral 
level and what we will continue to do as a big
ger group within the EDA." Zandee said that 

< 
L_ __ ~L~at~e~st~fi~u~re~s~a~va~i~la~b~le~ ____________________________ __Ja 

attempting to carry out every European project 
with every European government would quickly 
tum into a logistical quagmire. 

"Any form ofbilaten~~peration is good . 
It is always better than Lnfthings completely 
alone, because com y alone means con-
tinuing Europea entation. But you cannot 
build all the cap hties of Emope with all 27 
member states. Indeed, the agency was con
structed with what we call variable geometry 
- you join the groups you have an interest in." 

If co-operation between countries is neces
sary to produce efficiencies and cut the costs 
of defence, this begs the question: what of col
laboration between the two great multilateral 
organisations of Europe? On a broader level, 
such work has been hindered since 2004 by a 
spat between the EU and Turkey over Cypms, 
with Ankara using its NATO membership to veto 
fonmal co-ordli.nation. 

However, this has not prevented the EDA 
and NATO's Allied Command Transfonmation 
(ACT) working together on a number of specific 
programme areas, Amould said. 

"There is already very strong co-opera
tion, particularly in the field of helicopters, 
counter-improvised explosive devices, and med
ical support. We are also looking at additional 
domains in which we should work with ACT and 
the NATO international secretariat," she said. 

" My priority is to be as pragmatic and as 
result-orientated as possible: to focus on deliv
erables," she continued. "The challenge we have 
is that to be efficient we have to try to not be too 
visible, as we know there are some institutional 
constraints. To avoid them it's really important to 
focus on precise, pragmatic results." 

Arnould said that the two sides were attempt
ing to avoid dupl ication of effort , a criticism 
that has often been raised regarding the EU's 
security policies. "Take the example of helicop
ters. There were complementarities that were 

agreed. NATO would work on the equipment 
side, we would work on the training side. In 
other cases it will be a different partition of 
roles. We can also make sure with ACT that a 
programme we would support or study will not 
be launched on the NATO side - we intend to 
do this more systematically." 

Influence 
Creating defence savings will depend on how 
the two define their spheres of influence. The 
EDA and the EV in general will never be able 
to replicate the scope of NATO's defence activi
ties. At the same time, the alliance is similarly 
bereft of the powerful economic levers that the 
union has at its disposal. Most notably, the EU 's 
new Defence and Security Procurement Direc
tive (2009/81/EC), due to enter force in August 
20 I I , is designed to open up supply chains 
across Europe to greater market competition: its 
success or otherwise will likely define how far 
the continent's two major organisations can go in 
building efficiencies. 

The financial crisis, then,could lead to a fairer 
and more efficient European defence market. 
This is the hope of both the EDA and NATO; but 
like all developments in defence, it will depend 
on the attitude of the countries. 

"A lot of what we achieve will come down 
to what the EU can achieve in procurement 
harmonisation, which is not the business of the 
alliance," the NATO official said. "We've got 
to somehow get through this particular di fTi 
culty, which is based on national preferences and 
national interests. At the end of the day, if we 're 
going to make the kind of savings that will trans
fer into the ability to make more effective use of 
the resources we have, this is the Gordian knot 
we have to cut." 

Gerrard Cowan is JDW Europe Edit01; 
based in London 
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T
he effectiveness of the private finance 
initiative (PFI) as a procurement 
model that delivers true value for 
money continues to be the topic of 
much debate since its introduction 

to the UK under John Major's Conservative 
government in the 1990s. This is particularly 
so in the defence sector, where an alarming 
number of high-profile PFT programmes 
have suffered long delays, spiralling costs and 
cancellations. 

PFTs - the most common form of public
private partnerships (PPPs) - are long-term 
contracts established between public authorities 
and private-sector companies, such as the Min
istry of Defence (MoD) and defence contractors, 
with project fund ing raised by the companies. 
Typically, the private sector becomes responsible 
for the initial design, construction, operation and 
maintenance of the project , providing incentives 
for low-cost construction and minimum liiC-cycle 
costs. As a result , project risks are transferred to 
the:: private sector, which include reducing cost 
overruns and delays during construction. 

Somewhat predictably, individuals active in 
the sector continue to argue that the PFT model is 
often unfairly criticised. They have placed much 
of the blame for PFI fai lures on MoD procure
ment departments , describing them as " inept at 
understanding business" and lacking in the com
mercial prowess required in undergoing tough 
PFI negotiations with well-practised contractors. 

Others have accused the MoD of "over com
mining•· or having too much of a "short-term" 
view when it comes to PFls, while several sources 
maintain that PFis are mo t effective when 
projects remain "simple··, "predictable" and are 
underpinned by "thorough,carly-stagc planning". 

The MoD has acknowledged that PFis have 
not always been the "right solution", adding that 
they can provide value for money under "the 
right circumstances'' . 

The question remains as to whether the MoD 
should pers ist with the PFI model. Specific 
programmes have attracted strong media and 
regulatory criticism, whi le the model effec
tively broke during the 2008/09 financial crisis 
when, at times , the UK government was forced 
to underwrite programmes. The climate of the 
'age of austeri ty' fo llowing the UK Strategic 
Defence and Security Review (SDSR), which 
was published in October 20 I 0 , has reopened the 
debate, with suggestions that PFis arc one means 
of meeting current requirements by effectively 
deferring payments. 

However, one PFI specialist who spoke to 
Janes contended that , rather than restricting PFis 
to times of austerity. the model should be con
sidered at all times as part of a carefully thought 
through approach to long-term requirements. 

According to the UK ational Audit Office 
(NAO). "[government I departments generally 
conclude that the (PFI( contrdct offers value for 
money when the benefit associated with the 
transfer of project ri sk outweigh any additional 
PFI financing cost''. 

Examples of UK defence PFT projects 
include the refurbishment of the MoD's main 
building in London , defence lixcd telecommu
nications services, married quarters and aircrew 
training facili ties; and the leasing arrangements 

Unfairly 
maligned? 

Private finance initiatives in the UK 
continue to prove controversial, attracting 
accusations of poor value, but has the 
procurement practice been unjustly 
criticised? Keri Wagstaff-Smith reports. 
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for strategic airlift and sea-lift capabilities. 
While there have been a number of PFf suc

cesses across the defence sector, several have nm 
into well-publicised problems, even facing can
cellation after years of planning and investment. 
An example is the October 2010 tem1ination of 
the Defence Training Review (DTR) Package 1 
programme (Package 2 had already been aban
doned in 2008 amid cost concerns), effectively 
killing off the GBP14 billion (USD22.4 billion), 
30-year PFf project that had been lined up by the 
QinetiQ-Ied Metrix UK consortium. 

As a result of the cancellation, QinetiQ was left 
to write off costs of GBP37 million wlille the gov
ernment considered how to proceed with defence 
training provision. Concerns had been raised 
about whether the DTR programme represented 
value for money, while parliamentarians labelled 
it a "privatisation too far". More recently, sources 
have described the project as "misconceived" and 
the result of the MoD "overcommitting". 

It can be argued that another PFI project, the 
27-year-long, GBP10.5 billi.on Funtre Strategic 
Tanker Aircraft (FSTA) programme - led by 
the AirTanker consortium comprising Babcock, 
EADS , Rolls-Royce, Thales and Cobham -
might have met a similar fate under the SDSR, 
bm it was largely thanks to heavy contractual 
clauses and the lack of an alternative to the exist
ing model that it survived. 

ln September 20 I 0 the chairwoman of the UK 
Public Accounts Committee, Margaret Hodge, 
said that PFls work best "where activities and 
demand are predictable" and that this is "clearly 
not the case for FSTA". PFfs , she said, " may be 
suited to projects like building schools or hos
pitals where there is a clear specification" , but 
that "defence programmes are by their nature 
different: activities and demands are far less pre
dictable and much more susceptible to change". 

However, withom using the PFl model for 
FSTA, the money to buy the aircraft and to cover 
the associated costs over 27 years would have 
had to have been ra.ised 'up front' by the govern
ment, which in today's economic climate might 
be chaUenging. 

In March 20 lO the NAO said that the MoD 
had began the FSTA planning process with the 
assumption that the project "would be delivered 
using a private finance deal and therefore [be] 
'ofl~balance sheet"': an assumption , it said, that 
was "driven by affordability pressures and the 
prevailing policy to use PFf wherever possible". 

According to the NAO, the MoD will pay an 
average GBP390 million per year for the core 
FSTA service, which includes use of the aircraft 
and related services and infrastructure, and an 
add.itional yearly spend of GBP60 million on 
personnel, fuel and other related costs, although 
the department will not start paying for the con
tract until the FSTAs are introduced into service. 

The NAO also states that between the start of 
the formal FSTA assessment phase and contract 
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signature, the department spent GBP48 million 
managing the project; GBP27 million on advis
ers; GBPIO million on supporting the bidders; 
and GBPll miJJion on internal costs. 

It has not been definitively established how 
much it would have cost to procure these 14 Air
bus A330-200 multirole tanker transports as core 
Royal Air Force assets, including the associated 
tra.ining, basi.ng infrastructure and through-life 
support costs , although an industry source said 
that the MoD "actually got a very good deal" 
compared to what might normally be expected 
with a commercial rate and that "if you were 
to do a comparison between the PFI deal as it 
stands and a conventional equipment procure
ment process, you would find that the numbers 
would not be that different". 

Financial downturn 
A number of delays to the FSTA programme 
were blamed on the complexity of the financial 
solution, including a retreat from the banking/ 
lender market when the credit crunch emerged. 

In March 2009 the lf\ ~asury announced 
that it would help~ai J~t""''lO PFI projects, 
valued at about GB illion, that had suf-
fered from a lac~ vate finance as a result 
of the financial liawnturn. The Treasury did 
not provide a detailed list of the troubled pro
grammes but said that two thirds of these were 
infrastructure projects covering four sectors: 
waste treatment facilities; schools; transport; and 
housi.ng. As such, the PFI model had ostensibly 
fai led, with the private sector borrowing from 
the public purse. 

However, Hamish Henderson-Begg, a UK 
PFI specialist and cha.irman of Consultancy fliTTI 
Portmore Commercial Services, told Jane's that 
during the credit crunch PFfs were "never really 
an issue". 
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"Despite short-term liquidity concerns, lenders 
wi lllend to you if they see value in an underlying 
asset and PFTs are very difficult to back out of 
once properly initiated," he said. This meant that 
in spite of the downturn lenders could be assured 
of an "income stream" tlowing into PFT projects. 

In Henderson-Begg's view, the PFl model 
is a "safe bet for lenders because at the end of 
the day it comes down to sovereign debt" . The 
question of whether there is more scope for PFis 
given the current age of austerity is irrelevant, he 
argued. " It's not about the age of austerity; it's 
always about a good government approach," he 
said. "Don't just say: 'Oh we're broke' and look 
to PFls.lt's about the long-terrn requirement." 

Of the FTSA , Henderson-Begg said: "They 
called it a PFI but the project is more about the 
kit and not the service; when you introduce kit, it 
complicates [the PFI model] and dilutes the real 
reason for going down that route . .. PFl is about 
the service you want to buy and it does deliver 
value for money if it's properly secured and 
planned for in the long term." 
· A criticism of the 'one-stop shop' PFl project 
is that the heavy contract conditions involved can 
stifle flexib~ity, which is a problem for defence 
procurement in particular given the changing 
namre of military capability requirements. PFis 
cover long periods of time over which events 
can, and often , do change, so those projects with 
clearer visibility are best suited to the PFI model. 

A UK lawyer specialising in PFis told .Tane:5: 
"PFl is very bespoke, so it's down to the client to 
specify what he wants." 

Asked whether private-sector players should 
assume more responsibility in preventing the 
MoD from choosing inappropriate PFf routes, he 
said: "Industry can make suggestions, but it's not 
down to the private sector, which is looking to 
feather its own nest, to tell the public sector what 
it wants. The commercial guys are there to make 

HMAS Jetv/s Bay was leased by the Royal Austral ian Navy in 1999 to assist the deployment of troops to East 
Timor. 

·····t--\ . . __ J J! r-1 
1 n -1 :J 
I I 
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BRIEFING 
money. It isn't their job to call time on a project." 

ln 2001 , Keith Hartley, Emeritus Professor of 
Economics at the University of York, wrote in a 
Jane 's report: "However carefully specified the 
[PFI] contract is, industry will always seek to 
protect itself fTom income losses by seeking can
cellation payments, re-negotiating the contract 
or through litigation . Furthermore, while long
teml contracts encourage suppliers to undertake 
costly investments, they also create long-term 
monopolies, most commonly characterised by 
multi -contractor consortiums." 

Henderson-Begg said: "The biggest problem 
for the MoD is that a lot of PFI is very badly 
thought through and projects are usually far too 
big, so only a few players come up with sensible 
proposals. But at the same time, and particularly 
in the defence industry, PF!s present an opportu
nity to squeeze out the smaller opposition. 

"You can only really do PFI if you have a big 
balance sheet; this creates a complete barrier to 
entry and there are almost certainly more options 
out there in commercial solutions." 

Major players 
A director of a UK defence services company 
told .Jane's: "Companies I've spoken to say that 
if they're standing outside the PFI projects that 
cover their market, then the UK is simply not 
worth bothering about anymore , as it 's been 
taken over by the Paradigms [the prime contrac
tor on the MoD's Skynet satellite programme] 
and the Fujitsus [a member of the ATLAS 
consortium that runs the MoD's Information 
Infrastructure contract] and that it's not worth 
going into the UK unless you can work wi th 
these companies." 

He argued also that under the UK's GBP3.6 
billion Skynet PFI programme, signed into con
tract in 2003, Paradigm's dominance in the MoD 
satelUte sector, combined with a "PFI culture" 
within the department, has created a barrier to 
acquiring cheaper options. 

In March 2010 Paradigm signed a contract 
with the MoD to extend and enhance the Sky
net 5 programme, involving the manufacmre, 
launch , test and operation of a fourth satellite , 
Skynet 50, and the extension of the Skynet 5 
contract by two years until 2022. 

The source said: "While the MoD's satell ite 
requirements must be offered to Paradigm fust, 
there is a good clause [in the contract) that states 
that if the MoD believes the de.:1l to be too expen
sive it can look externally." 

However, he conceded that the "big posi
tive" is that Skynet provides "a one-stop shop 
and without that you'd be contracting to lots of 
suppliers with different solutions and services. 
Paradigm is the overseer of a complete solu
tions package". 

Jn defence of PFI exclusivity clauses, one 
defence industry analyst said: "You can' t just 
walk away from these contracts if you've got 
something to protect; you don't want to allow the 
model you conceived with the MoD - the IP or 

whatever investment you made-to just be given 
to a cheaper firm. If the MoD does want to do 
this, there are, understandably, consequences. 

"The MoD does fight every step of the way 
to save all it can and every so often you get a 
monopoly supplier." 

He added: "It's easy to criticise PFI in the 
popular media and jump on the 'money wasted ' 
bandwagon, but no one sets out to waste money 
... it 's not a case of going to [supermarket] Tesco 
and getting stuff off the shelf. With PFI you're 
effectively building in through-life support, so 
the cost comes out as a big number, but with 
through-life support the cost isn't as marked as 
it appears to be ." 

Another industry figure said: "People have 
said that it costs too much , that it's really 
expensive because through PF!s we' re raising 
commercial money and government can raise it 
more cheaply, but that ignores the risk transfer to 
the private sector. 

"PFI programmes , on the whole, deliver on 
time and budget and this is not the history of the 
public sector procurement. Maybe it's worth 
paying more for an on-time, on-budget delivery." 

At the same time, it appears that in order to 
effectively negotiate PFI deals with commer
cial giants, and despite m~~to become a more 

~0 

' intelligent customer', the MoD still needs more 
of a commercial edge. 

"The main issue in negotiating these [PFI] 
deals is that it's the public sector against the 
private sector, which is probably well-versed 
in negotiating techniques and in getting the best 
value for its shareholders and colleagues," one 
source contended. 'Tm not sure whether or not 
the public sector has properly trained people to 
conduct negotiations that will lead to benefits 
for everyone." 

The MoD has a small team called the Private 
Finance Unit that provides the department with 
advice and assistance on PFis, including best 
practice, procurement/acquisi tion strategies, 
commercial deal structure and risk allocation. 

He added: "Some would agree that the MoD 
is quite short-termist in its view of the world ,yet 
will enter into 25-year deals. It can't antic ipate 
what the world will be like over that time." 

Echoing this , a lawyer representing defence 
organisations said: "The major problem is that 
the procurement authorities don't think through 
the implications of what they're doing. The big
gest problem at the MoD is that a lot of PFJ is 
very badly thought through." 

In response to these comments, the MoD told 
.Jane~·: "Under the right circumstances, PFis can 

An RAF Sea King HAR.3 from 22 Squadron. The collapse of the SAR-H programme could see the RAF's and RN's 
SAR Sea Kings serve beyond 2014-1 6. 
1HS JIU\C'sJVauid : Atlen: 142C»l14 

The first Airbus Military A330-200 MRTT aircraft for the UK FSTA programme made its maiden flight on 16 
September 2010. 
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provide the best value for money for the tax payer 
while delivering the services that our armed forces 
need, but they are not always the right solution. 

'The MoD is committed to ensuring that all 
future contracts, including PFis, are awarded 
through fair competition, represent the most 
appropriate and cost-effective solution and 
are affordable." 

However, the department and wider govern
ment has also been accused of "changing the 
goalposts". One PA that appears to be in a state 
of flux as a result of project alterations is the UK 's 
GBP6 billion UK Military Flying Training Sys
tem (MFTS) initiative, which will be subject to a 
rationalisation as part of the changes to the front
! ine requirement announced as part of the SDSR. 

Furthermore , the MoD/Department of 
Transport's GBP7 billion Search and Rescue 
Harmonisation (SAR-H) PFI programme was 
under intense scrutiny last year since failing to 
gain approval in June under a review by the UK's 
new coalition government, despite the Soteria 
consortium being selected four months earlier as 
the preferred bidder for the project. It was even
tually cancelled in early February 2011 due to 
"irregularities" in the bidding process. 

Although the SDSR did not comment on 
the SAR-H project specifically, internal MoD 
budget discussions concluded that the military 
element of the deal could no longer be afforded. 

Despite the aforementioned project altera
tions, MFTS has been perceived as a PFJ 
success. David Shouesmith, vice-president of 
global management consultancy PRTM, previ
ously described MFTS as an example of where 
the MoD has "created an environment for indus
try to innovate and come up with proposals to 
deliver an output", adding: "Too often, industry 
is constrained by a detailed specification for a 
narrow requirement, rather than given the free
dom that something like MFTS allows." 

Another source has cited the UK's GBP950 
million Strategic Sealift PA deal with Foreland 
Shipping to provide six roll -on roll -off ferries 
(Ro-Ros) in support of the UK Joint Rapid Reac-

tion Force as a success because "conceptually it 
was very simple and dido 't change". 

Comprising equal shareholders Andrew Weir 
Shipping Limited , The Hadley Shipping Com
pany, Bibby Line and James Fisher & Sons, 
Foreland Shipping provides services, including 
crew and technical mana~~!. 

0 

~!~b~ <~~~~~en the limited need of 
the MoD, the department might have requested a 
chartering option from one of the bidders. How
ever, according to the source, "the MoD was 
clear on what it wanted and the market could 
deliver. It involved a proper competition and had 
a strong MoD team. Tt was a huge success on 
both sides [industry and the MoD]". 

PFI-type contracts are not UK-specific and 
countries such as Australia and Canada have 
adopted similar models, resulting in many suc
cessful outcomes. As far back as 1999 the Royal 
Australian Navy introduced into service a leased 
high-speed catamaran to assist with deployment 
of troops to East Timor as part of the Interna
tional Force East Timor peacekeeping operation. 
The use of the catamaran HMAS Jervis Bay was 

UK PFis- in figures 
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The UK's MFTS programme, for which BAE Systems 
along with industry partners Babcock Aerospace, Gama 
Group and Pilatus Aircraft have announced they will bid 
using the Pilatus PC-21 turboprop aircraft, is in a state 
of uncertainty as a result of project alterations. 
Pilatus: 1<10l822 

widely regarded as a success in the Australian 
Defence Force's push to meet an urgent opera
tional requirement. 

A figure formerly involved in MoD PFI 
projects told Jane 's: "PA has its place in history 
around the world and has shown that it works 
when you know what the parameters are , for 
example with accommodation. You don't have 
to second guess what it will be like in the future. 
You know what you need to house troops or to 
train them , predominantly on UK soil , or on 
friendly ground. In that way, defence PFis are no 
different to building schools or a housing estate." 

The first UK defence services contracted out 
were mostly training facilities , such as the Royal 
Navy Firefighting Training Unit, worth GBP 180 
million over 20 years, and the 10-year Royal 
Air Force Basic Flying Training for University 
Air Squadrons worth about GBPLOO million, 
costing considerably less compared to many of 
the high-profile deals to have emerged in the 
past decade. 

"Perhaps the smaller defence PFls are more 
do-able," the former MoD PFI figure said, sug
gesting that when it comes to more complex 
requirements, "the MoD could build its kit 
using capital expenditure and then maintain it 
underPFI". 

He added: "There is always scope to change 
things in PFTs , which will cost money, and 
that's a real problem, whether it's just down to 
advancements in technology or [if] someone just 
forgot to make a certain specification. 

"If we could come up with more money to 
deliver the kind of infrastructure that's still 
needed without PFI , then we should go for 
that , but we can't seem to walk away from PFI 
because the money just isn't there." 

Keri Wagstaff-Smith 
is a Jane 's lndustl)' Reporte1; based in London 

According to the UK MoD's Defence Analytical Services and Advice (DASA) department, MoD payments on 49 
PFI projects in Fiscal Year 2009/10 were as follows: 
• Over GBP50 million spent on eight PFI projects 
• GBP25 million to GBP50 million spent on eight projects 
• GBP10 million to GBP25 million spent on 10 projects 
• GBP5 million to GBP10 mill ion spent on six projects 
• Up to GBP5 million spent on 17 projects. 
"Treasury data shows that, as of September 2009, the MoD was an equity holder of 49 out of a total of 675 signed 
PFI contracts. Other equity holders included the Department ol Health; Department for Transport; Ministry ol Jus
tice; and Department for Children, Schools and Families 
' Add itional Treasury figures show that the total expected capital expenditures by the private sector on signed 
defence PFI contracts during the two financial years 2010/11 and 2011 /1 2 are GBP702 mill ion and GBP542 million 
respectively. After transport, defence represents the second highest private-sector PFI spend over the two years 
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FORCES UPDATE 

Mexico increases 
border security in 
northern states 

LAND FORCES 

Mexican President Felipe Calderon 
has announced that the Mexican 
Army wi ll permanently deploy an 
additional lour infantry banal ions 
to the northern state of Tamaulipas, 
which borders the United Stales. 

The decision, announced at the 
celebration ceremony of the army's 
98th anniversary, foll ows the imple
mentati on of 'Co-ordinated Operation 
Northeast' since December 2010, 
which has seen the Mexican military 
take control of public and border 
security in the northern states of 
Tamaulipas and Nuevo Leon. 

The battalions are being equipped 
with Oshkosh Sand Cat protected 
patrol vehicles armed with M134 mini
guns, M2HB machine guns, 40 mm 
Mk-19 grenade launchers and HK-21 
machine guns. 

Inigo Guevara JDW Correspondent, 
Mexico City 

Final US Army 
aviation brigade 
to depart Iraq 

ARMY AVIATION 

The US Army is to withdraw its final 
active-duty aviation brigade from 
Iraq in March, it was announced on 
17 February. 

The Enhanced Combat Aviation Bri
gade, 1st Infantry Division, deployed 
from Fort Riley, Kansas, in March 
2010. It is set to hand over to the Cali
fornia National Guard 's 40th Combat 
Aviation Brigade when its year-long 
tau r comes to an end. 

The amalgamated unit was one of 
four army aviation brigades support
ing operations 'Iraqi Freedom' and 
'New Dawn'. During the course of its 
deployment, however, the Enhanced 
Combat Aviation Brigade has assumed 
responsibility lor all US Army aviation 
operations in-country as the other 
brigades have returned home. 

During its 12-month deployment in 
support of US ground forces the bri
gade has flown nearly 125,000 hours. 

Gareth Jennings Jane's Aviation 
Desk Editor, London 

Thailand receives first 
Gripen combat aircraft 
GARETH JENNINGS Jane's Aviation Desk Editor 

-~~-~~~~ ... ......... ........ .......................................... ....... . ' ...... ' ........ ' ...... ' ... . 

AIR FORCES 

e Six Saab JAS 39C/D Gri[pen 
lighters have been rece lved by 
the Royal Thai Air Force 

e The aircraft are part of a wider 
Swedish defence packaue for 
Thailand 

T
he Royal Thai Air Force 
(RTAF) has taken deliv
ery of its first batch of 
Saab JAS 39C/D Gripen 
combat aircraft, the com-

pany announced on 23 February. ~ ~ 
Six aircraft (four two-seat JAS n.4!1"'transport/training aircraft and 

39Ds and two single-seat J~'Yn integrated command-and-con-
39Cs) were flown from Sw~~ rrol system. _ _ __ 
their new home base at Surat'TAni , These aircraft are being del iv
southem Thailand, on 22 February. ered to the RTAF in two phases , 

The six ai rcraft are part of a although no handover date for the 
wider S wedish defence pack- second phase of six JAS 39C Grip
age for Thailand that includes a ens has been announced. T he Saab 
further six Gripens, a S aab 340 340 AEW&C and transport/ train
Erieye airborne early warning and ing aircraft were handed over to the 
control (AEW&C) aircraft , a Saab RTAF in December2010. 

The first batch of Gripen 
fighters for the Royal Thai 
Air Force were flown from 
Sweden to their new home 
base in southern Thailand 
on 22 February. 

T he 12-strong Gripen squadron 
will be operated by the RTAF's 4th 
Air Division (7th Wing) at Surat 
Thani , where they wi ll partially 
replace the Northrop F-5E fighters 
that have been in service for over 
30 years. 

In preparation for the deli very of 
the Gripens, pilots and ground crew 
from the RTAF underwent training 
in Sweden throughout 2010. • 

Night Stalkers accept new Black Hawks 
ARMY AVIATION 

The US Army's 160th Special 
Operations Aviation Regiment 
(SOAR) has received its first 
shipment of Sikorsky MH-60M 
Black Hawk helicopter.s, it was 
announced on 19 February. 

Two of the latest -generation Black 
Hawks were flown from tine Special 
Operations Forces Supply Activity 
(SOFSA) facility in Richmond to the 
'Night Stalkers' home base at Fort 
Campbell on I February. 

The upgraded Black Hawk 
features more powerful eng ines, 
improved rotor blades, enhanced 
avionics (including day and night 
optical systems), intef,'Tated weapon 
systems and a multi-mode radar 
with all -weather capability . 

The Black Hawks will replace 
the !60th SOAR's MH-60K and 
MH-60L helicopters in the next 
four to five years. The Night Stalk-

An MH-60M undergoing 
live-fire trials. The 
MH-60M is the latest 
variant Black Hawk and 
by the middle of the 
decade will replace the 
older models flown by the 
160th SOAR. 
USAtmy: 1.358834 

ers also operate the Boeing MH-47 
Chinook andA/MH-6M Little Bird. 

Gareth .Jennings Jane's 
Aviation Desk Edito1; London 
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INTERVIEW 
CLAUDE-FRANCE ARNOULD 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OF THE EDA 

T
he European Defence Agency (EDA) 
must improve how it communicates its 
purpose and goals to member states, 
showing that it can assist them at a 
time of budgetary cutbacks,according to 

Claude-France Arnould, the organisation's new 
chief executive. 

" I think we have some progress to make in this field, 
in terms of communication. I think that the EDA should 
demonstrate- in a way that is visible [to) and understood 
by the member states -that it can make a real difference [to] 
some of their key concerns," Arnauld told Jane's in her fust 
media interview since being appointed in mid-January. 

The agency is a relatively small organisation, 

"The agency is also about supporting the 
smaller membe r states in [the ir] capa
bilities," she observed. "l think one of the 

successes of CSDP [the EU's Common 
Security and Defence Policy] is that it has 

brought smaller member states to deploy more 
and to be more conscious of their need to meet 
their responsibilities and to be able to participate 
in crisis management." She pointed to the fact 

that "on many operations now you have a significant 
number of smaller member states ... you have Austrians 
in Chad, led by an Irish general". 

This wide membership, combined with strong con
nections with the European Commission, makes 

with about 120 personnel based at its 
Brussels headquarters and an annual 
budget of about EU R30.5 million 
(USD4 1.58 million) - EUR200 
million when considering project 
funding sources. It has worked on 
about 50 projects established over 

'~ ~0 ==4'='0.....__~ 

'The at:ncy is also 

about supporting the 

the EDA a useful asset for the nation 
states, Arnauld said, at a time when 
they are working to balance the 
needs of their own economies with 

Eo A: 14()1814 the economic benefits the EU can 
bring. 

the last six years, from research 
and development work on new 
technologies (including mine 
countermeasures and unmanned 

"They will face a challenge, of 
course, because of the financial 
crisis at large," she acknowledged. 
"They will have a tendency to 
favour jobs at home and national 
industries . However, they will aerial vehicles) to faci litation of 

broader maintenance and training 
efforts (including its helicopter 
training programme). smaller member states 

look also for proper competition 
and the best value for their money. 
l think that we should help on both 
sides to make sure we can sup
port the industrial bases and at the 
same time help the member states 
resist protectionist tendencies . At 

With defence budgets being rap
idly scaled back, the EDA's size 
and flexibility are distinct advan
tages ,Amould emphasised. 

In [their] capabilities' 
"The me mber states want to 

make sure that the EDA is pre
cisely what I believe it already is, 
because they don't know that the agency is this Jean, non-bureaucratic, 
responsive, result-oriented organisation designed to support the member 
states and not dictate to them," she said. "We need to communicate, to 
listen and try to explain what we do." 

Arnauld previously worked in the defence planning arena within the 
European Council's General Secretariat, where she took charge of military 
capability development and planning for the EU's security and defence 
operations. Despite her experience, her French nationality sparked a polit
ical wrangle in the weeks before her appointment at the EDA, with Italy 
reportedly keen to secure the position for ltalian military official Carlo 
Magrassi , the EDA's deputy chief executive. Rome reportedly believed 
it was Italy's tum to hold the job, as the previous holders were German 
and British, and was concerned that too many high-level EU defence jobs 
were going to the big-spending nations. 

Arnauld said: "The only comment l would make about something ... 
rather routine in any appointment is that, for the first time, it was unani
mous; the smaller member states were clearly comfortable about my 
appointment." 

Arnauld elaborated , stressing that the EDA is not a big nations' club. 

the end of the day, all the member 
states benefit from an increased 
market potential." 

Some member states have expressed scepticism concerning the EDA. 
This has been especially true of the UK; before the 2010 general election 
David Cameron's Conservative Party said that London needed to reassess 
its membership with the agency. 

Now that Cameron is in government, it remains to be seen whether the 
UK will ultimately withdraw. However, Arnauld said that such national 
criticisms were "not only legitimate, but also the best incentive for us to 
perform". 

She continued: "It's for the UK to decide what they will do, and it 's a 
question of i.ntemal policy. My job here is to look at how the UK wants to 
co-operate with other countries at the European level. They want organisa
tions that are not bureaucracies, that don't add layers, that are lean, that are 
result-orientated and that bring more value for money. I really think that the 
agency is precisely about that. We have 120 personnel and a rather modest 
budget. It is precisely what the UK says it wants: a force multiplier. l think 
that if we can perhaps be more explicit about what we do, if we can listen 
more to what is expected of us , [the UK may decide] after all the EDA is 
really something useful that can meet the requirement they have." 

Gerrard Cowan JDW Europe Edito1; London 
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For individuals that identify, analyse, and mitigate maritime threats 

MDA Watch Keeper is a cost effective, web based, mariti~ ~main awareness solution providing a timely and 

accurate view across your area of responsibility. It's ~alization tool for articulating the risk profile of a ship, 

to help defense, law and regulatory enforcement ag))~es identify safety, secutity, health and welfare tisks at sea. 

MDA WatchKeeper is based upon a foundation of comprehensive maritime data. IHS Fairplay is the only organization 

to provide complete details of the current world merchant fleet of 100 Gross Tons and above. The maritime data 

included in the system can be grouped into six cat·egories, as described below. 

• Ships 

• Owners and Operators 

• Movements 

• Automatic Identification System (AIS) 

• Port/Facility 

• IMO 

MDA WatchKeeper supports Information Sharing Objectives. Analysis results can be shared with local, national and 

international partners, and e-mail alerts configured to notify multiple parties. 

You can define up to 60 criteria (eg vessel age, flag of convenience) to give you a risk profile on each ship. 

The system runs at the unclassified level and is easy to implement and user friendly, with no hardware costs or software 

to install. It's easily customised to support multiple missions and adapt to varying enforcement priorities. 

Learn more 
www.ihsfairplay.com/info/mdaw 
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